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Besides thla there ere aeven “made up”
dent occurred in Drenthe which might
rested Alfred Coe, Charles W. Todd, and
to become a great summer resort.
at this station and sent In different direchave been fetal. George Hoere waa runWallace Kennedy, the crew of the Holmes,
tions daily. The scene in tbe yard at any
The types in our last issue made us say ulng a mowing machine, hla horse became
and brought them before Esquire Post,
time daring the day is one of life and acthat a letter weighing an ounce could now frightened and ran, throwing him from
who took the complaintand arraigned the
tivity, and la such as ia seldom witnessed
Urn seat, and in the fall a part of the
men, who plead “not guilty.” They were
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death rate, an account of tbe drainage,
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On Monday morn ing the minion at Detroit. On Wednesday Reerer, nn\nm thftv have a cold mine to
presentative Diekema aid ex-RepraaenUh good music on board the boat iTheboat
leak wm located and stopped, and attenwin have
live D. B. K. Van Barite appeared before stops at both the Park docks both going
tion wm then turned to the gates which
and returning and reachea tbe city ita healthier climes. Captain
were found to be absolutely useless. These the Commission and argued the advancertain extent.
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Tioted o
W. Ryan, at Medford, Wis., vice
Endicott ordered throe regiments of cavalry S. H. Keeler, suspended.

and the Fourth Infantry to proceed
to Fort Reno, Indian Territory, mak

POLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
TUB EAST.
Advices from Mount MacGregor,N. Y.,
are to the
dition

is

effect that General Grant's con-

not improving.He sleeps reason-

ably well, but appears to be growing
Statements publishedin
steadily weaker. Statements
Chicago and elsewherethat Mrs. Grant
and Mark Twain are sharers in the proceeds
of a bust of the General, Karl Gerbardt
being the sculptor, are false, and have
caused pain to the General’s family.

A commissioner has been appointed in
Philadelphiato take testimony regarding
the mental condition of John McCullongh,
the actor. . .Oil has been struck at a depth
of one hundred feet, in Saratoga County,
New York, the drill having passed through
.

a stratum of salt and a vein of gas.

Momenoe,

of

.

Two men

wrote:
Yes, I know, and I feel very grateful to the
Christian people of the land for their prayers
on my behalf. There is "no sect or religion,as
shown In the Old or the New Testament, to
which this does not apply.
-ipiv. Catholics, Protestants, and Jews, and ail the good people of the
nation, of all politicsas well as religion,and all
nationalities, seem to have united in wishing
for or praying for my Improvement.I am a
great sufferer all the
I time, but
bi the facts I have
relatedare compensation for much of It All
that I can do Is to pray that the prayers of all
these good people may be answered so for as to
have ns all meet in another and better world.
I cannot speak even In a whisper.

WASUINGTOX.

m

Gen. Schofield

fancy goods, 3; shoes.

the Treasury authorities.

Secretary Whitney contemplatesan

advises the War

entire reorganizotionof the nine Govern-

De-

ment

partmentthat no Cheyennes have yet been
in Kansas and no citizenshave been killed.
A hundred young members of the tribe
have, however, left the agency. An order
has been issued for the con centra* ion of
all troops that may be available in the
event of a serious outbreak. . .The Apaches
were defeated near Guasabus, in Sonora,
with a loss of forty killed and fourteen

navy-yards in a short time, and an

investigation of their books and papers,
with this end in view is now in progress.
____ Col. John Gibbon, of the Seventh Infantry, has been appointed Brigadier General
the regular army, vice Gen. C. C.

m

Augur, retired.

.

i'

Attorney General Garland

has

'

2

The

.....

June wheat report of the National Agricultural Department estimates the aggregate yield at 363,000,000 bushels. The
condition of com is higher than in any
year since 1880 (1883 excepted), and cotton
has materially improved ____ Public sentiment in Mexico is said to be such that a
sale of any of the Northern States by the
administrationis practically out of the question.... The half-breed rising in Northwestern Canada has been quelled, and the
troops under Gen. Middleton are on the
homeward march.... Two men were instantly killed and a third badly injured by
a boiler explosion at Hamilton,Ontario.
It is contendedby friendsof Riel, leader

a

.

.

Is

Yactlt Minnie

Cook

Capsized and Goes Down
in Lake Minnetonka.
vi

Ex-Mayor Rand, of Minneapolis,
Niue Other People, Find
Watery Graves.

and.

[Minneapolisspecial]

When ex-Mayor Band, his family, andiaif&ir
friends startedout for an exonrslonon LakeMinnetonka in the little steam yacht Minnie
Cook on the afternoon of Sunday, July 12, the
clouds hong dark and low. Friend* tried todissuade them from embarking.Mrs. Rand, asshe stepped off the St Lonis dock onto the frail
little craft with its flapping, tarpaulin shades,
laughed at the remonstranoe,and replied gayljr
that she had braved worse weather on Lake:
Minnetonka. Hnsband, son, daughter, and a.
nephew followed her aboard with merry Jest snd
lauKh at the fears expressed, and took
seats by her side. As the yacht steamed

off toward the narrows the happy partywas last observed waving handkerchiefs
and hats. The intention was to visit the upper
lake. The yacht was scarcely ont of sight before a ternfle windstormswept over the lakefrom the northwestThunder followedin rapid,
and reverberatingpeals. The usually calm
decision, water rolled In nuge billows that came beatingup over the boat houses and quays, and to com-

withdrawals. The effect of this
if sustained by the Secretary of the In- plete the disturbancethe rain began to fall in.
terior, wHl be to restore to entry nnder the torrents. It was like a New England lake
homestead and other laws many million* squall, coming with no warning save the leaden
of acres of public lands which have been clouds,^and raging with blindingforce for only
kept out of market for many years because screamed horsely as the* ndn^d ouds* ^rtfed
claimed by railroad corporation*.
down, and high above the din oonld be heard
seemingly tragic shrieks from the whistles
The three electrio light companies of the
of the steam yachts, many of which were cross-

.

.

Bay beach, dragging his miniature craft after

Manayunk, Pa., was
was burned, together him. When he had recovered sufficientlyfrom
with three three- story brick dwellings. his fright and exhaustion to speak coherently
The financial loss is about $250,000. . .In he told of having passed the Minnie Cook just
.

South Mountain,near Sheridan, Pa., a rich before the sqnaUjstrack the bay. He thongbt the
party had observed the danger and was quite
deposit of mica, worth $3 to $9 a pound, certain that Engineer McDonald had turned the
has been discovered.
yacht from her course into the bay: the next
moment his boat raised heavenward, as if lilted
General Wade Hampton has written ont
of the water by some superhuman agency,
a letter asserting that in the first battle of and then he was envekqed in spray, tioou
afterward he heard a shriek like that of a
Bull Run it was the Hampton Legion, woman in aente distress, and looking off
which he commanded, that arrestedthe ad- through the almost blinding mist to the spot
where the yacht was a moment before floating,
vance of Sherman and Keyes, who were nothing was to be seen bnt the white-capsana
driving the Confederatesback, and thus the waves roilingmonntain high. He Is snrfr
enabled the Confederatereinforcements to the shriek he heard was that of Mrs Rand, and
gro

of Baltimore County, Maryland,
land, who was

to have been

legally

executed

inst, was taken from
rendered a decision on the three points
jail by a mob of masked men and hanged
prisoners.
relative to the acceptance of the Dolphin by
to a tree. At Oxford, Miss., a young negro
The great strike of the conductors and the Government, submitted to him by Secman was lynched for assaulting a highly
drivers of the Chicago West Division Rail- retary Whitney. The Attorney General
resoectablo young lady..,. The plant,
way Company is over, and the cars of the holds that the vessel cannot be accepted; of the late uprising in the Northwest,that buildings,and machinery of the World's
Expositionat New Orleans -were sold at
that no contract exists between Mr. John
various lines are again running. The strike
Roach and the Government; and he will escape punishmentbecause of a flaw auction for $175,600.
lasted eight days. At the outset the emthat the large sum of money paid to in the indictment against him. He is inDuring a collision at Waterford, Ireployes were treated with the most haughty
him for the vessel may be recovered ____ dicted as a subject of Great Britain,
contempt, were grossly insulted by having
land,
between citizensand soldiersof the
BiigadierGeneral Gibbon has been as- whereas, if he prove a citizen of the United
a communicationreciting their grievances
Welsh
regiment, on garrison duty there,
signed to the command of the Department States, he should have been proceeded
torn up in the presence of the messenger
statute providing Peter Grant, a civilian, was bayoneted to
of the Columbia, with headquarters at Van- against under
for the punishment
foreigners death, whereupon a mob pursued the solcouver Barracks, Washington Territory.
rebel diers to the barracks, which they bombardThe Navy Department has made provision levying war in Canada....
Mayor and
for the appointmentof a board to examine fleet of sixteen vessels, in attempt- ed with stones. Straggling soldiers were
looking to a settlementof the trouble,
claiming that there was but one side to the
for foremanshipsin the navy- ing to ascend the Magdalena River, attacked and roughly handled. Two priin the United States of Colombia, was vates are under arrest for the murder of
question,and that they would never ' I*™8,
wrecked by the explosion of a vessel laden Grant The Welsh regiment, which has
yield or freat with the strikers. Mflmwith war munitions, nearly all the revolu- been transferred to aiiother post, was esFOI4TICAI*
lime the strikers stood firm, public symtionaryleaders being killed or wounded ____ corted to the railway station by the police,
pathy sided unanimously with them, the
The Iowa Greenbackers,in convention By an arrangement with the Dominion and followed by a hooting multitude. The
railway company found it impossible to reGovernment, twenty thousand Hungarians Government will be asked to orsume operations on its lines, notwithstand- at Des Moines, nominated E. H. Gillette,
are to be settled in the Canadian Pacific der
inquiry into the affair,
ing 400 policemenwere placed at its dis- of Polk County, for LieutenantGovernor,
Railway belt in the Northwest Territory ____ which grew ont of the celebration of the
and finally unbent
ibi
so far as to and F. W. Moore, of Davis County, for
Admiral Jouett has been ordered home anniversary of the battle of the Boyne ____
mid a conference, through its President, Superintendent of Public Instruction,leavfrom Panair.a.
There were 1,417 new cases of cholera rewith the strikers. An agreement was im- ing the other places on the ticket to be
ported
in Spain on Sunday and 677 deaths.
mediately reached by which the conductors filled by Democrats. The resolutions
The cholera has broken out in four places
tnd drivers returned to work. The sub- adopted reaffirm the Indianapolis platform
in the Province of Jaen. The official restance of the arrangement was that the of 1884; protestagainst the continuous enLondon dispatches state that the Pall port shows a total of 30,000 cases in Spain
charges against the sixteen men whose dis- croachments of monopolies,and declare
charge caused the strike were to be in- the inability of the old partfes to meet Mall Gazelle exposures continue the since the inception of the scourge, and a
vestigated by the President, and, if not this question;the middlemen who reigning sensation in London. “In an- total of 13,000 deaths ____ Gen. Wolseley
sustained,the men to be reinstated.
borrow money cheap and lend it at swer to a question, the Home Secretary has arrived in England. He met with an
Gen. Sheridan has left Washington for heavy interest to Western farmers are de- stated in the House of Commons that the enthusiasticreception on reaching London.
....The English traveler Dagleisto has
Fort Reno, Indian Territory. Advices re- nounced and the system permitting such police would use every exertion to suppress
I'arkand by
spoliationshould be reformed; the reserve the alleged abominations and bring the been forcibly expelledfrom Y«
ceived by the War Department indicate that
the Chinese anthorities.
in the National Treasury should be released, perpetratorsto justice. A number of rethe situation at that point is extremely as ruin has followed this hoarding; the ex- sponsiblemen, inclnding Cardinal ManTHE
menacing.
dispatch from Wichita, pulsion of settlers from Oklahoma is de- ning. have agreed to examine the evidence
Kansas, says: “Advices received from In- nounced; the next Legislature is called on
collectedby the Gazette, and report to the
NEW YORK.
dian Territory leave little doubt that the to pass the Cassatt coal-screen bill, and to public their conclusions."
Beeves ...........................
$6.25 & 6.75
situation there is more menacing than has abolish the railway commission;corporaHoos .............................4.25 & 4.75
The
Anamite
troops at Hue have sur- Wheat— No. 1 White ............ 99 .0 1.01
been admitted by the authorities, and tions should be required to accept Iowa
2 Red ................ 99,4® 1.004
prompt action by the departmentis neces- citizenship,and keep their litigation in the rendered their arms to Gen. de Conrcey. Corn— NaNo.
2 ....................... 53 ®
.54
sary to prevent an outbreak. Agent State courts;the Governor is denounced All who were engaged in the recent attack Oath— White .................. 39 ® .42
Dver, under instructions from the Com- for the “bavonet" removal of Auditor
upon the French troops, with the exception Pork— New Mess .................10.75 <ail.2.'»
missionerof Indian Affairs, under- Brown: the temperancelaw should be fully of a few ringleaders, are offered amnesty Lard ...............................064® .07
CHICAGO.
took to make a census of the Cheyennes,
.

The Steam

Boston, comprising the Brush Electrio ing from the Bt. Louis landing to the Lafayette
pier when the hurricane struck them. From
Company, the New England Weston Elec- either shore It was impossibleto distinguisu
boats.
tric Company, and the Merchants’Electrio
The first evidence of disasterwas fonnd in
Light Company, have consolidated,and will pieces of trimming from the Minnie Cook which
There were 170 failures in the United
be known as the Union ElectricLight and floated in on the waves at the east shore of
States reported to Iiradatreet'8during the
Power Company of Boston, with a capital of Wayratta Bay. The news was not slow in passweek, against 192 in the preceding week, $700,000. . .Buffalo BiU’s Wild West show ing along the lake shore clear to Lafayette.
Large, sturdy boats went In search of the illand 194, 140, and 124 in the corresponding was attached at Norwalk, Conn., on attach- fated little crait, bnt no further t.ace of her
weeks of 1884, 1883, and 1882, respectively. ments for $26,000, at the instance of Dr. could be had. It was at last determined that
About 83 per cent, were those of small Carver, for breaking up his show and she sunk and that the ten passengers who embarked on their perilous journey in such happy
traders whose capital was under $5,000. causing his malicious arrest. ...Prof. spirits,had perished.
Charles
Kendall
Adams,
of
Michigan
UniIn the priucipal trades they were as folLai er a boatman named James Carroll, who
lows: Grocers, 24; general stores, 12; ersitv, has been electedPresident of Cor- had miraculouslysucceeded in weathering the
niversity. . .Schofield’syarn-mill,at tornado in a yawl, appeared on the Way/att*
liquors, 18; furniture,9; manufacturers, 9; nell University..

were versityobservatory at Nashville,Tenn.
the
A train on the Southern Pacific Road,
falling wall of a burning building at
in the vicinity of Eagle Pass, Tex., enAlbany, N. Y. One of the victims,John
countered a cloud of grasshoppers which
A. Lnby, had been prominentin politics as
a stalwart Republican,and was removed was so dense as to obscure the sun. The
from the position of Surveyor of Customs cloud is said to have been fifteen miles long
ith....The American House and and two miles wide.
last moni
four or five structuresat Belfast, Me., were
burned, two men perishingin the flames,
and twenty horses being roasted in their
stalls. The financialloss is $50,000 ____ In
The protest against the award of the paper, books, stationery,etc., 9; produce
the absence of the cashier of the Fourth
and provisions,9; clothing and cloths,7;
contract for stone- work on the GovernNational Bank of Pittsburgh, the clerk
drugs, 7; hardware, 6: tobacco and cigars,
charge was called to see a mythical man at ment building at Peoria to the lowest bid- 5; jewelry,5; hotels and restaurants,
the door, and in his absence thieves got ders, on the ground that they employ con- 5; hats, 4; harness, 4; bakers. 3;
away with $8,000.
vict labor, has been held to be invalid by carpenters, 3; crockery, 3; dry goods, 3;

killed and others injured by

THE WEST.

deaths resulted,

.

property, and
fierce conflict
days thirty pounds fifteen ounces of
raged for several hours, at the end
of which time twelve of the lumbermen butter— beating all records for the same
were stretched on the ground, seveml of age ...A new comet has been discovered
them with fatal injuries. All are by Prof. Barnard, of the Vanderbilt Unicustody ____

and two
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THE SOUTH*

at New Orleans, the Board of
Frenchmen, about sixty in number, was at- Health of the latter city makes denial, and
tacked near the forks of the Kennebeck states that cases occurring will be promptly
River, in Maine, by a gang of thirteenriv- reported.
er-drivers, who overturnedthe vagons and
Ethel, a Jersey cow2£ years old, owned
plundered them freely. The Frenchmen byMr. McEwen, of Columbia, Tenn., acrallied to the defense
their
cording to an official test, produced in

now in

Sixty persons were taken violentlyill at

GENEHAE.

from eating dried beef said to have been
The Mexican editors now on a sightpreparedin Chicago. A microscoptoexto the Secretary of the Interiorprotesting seeing tour through the country, made a amination revealed thousands of worins to
against the tmnsfer of the Apacihes from pilgrimage to Mount MacGregor and; paid Die squltte inch.
Arizona to the borders of Kansas..,. The their respects to Gen. Grant They
ey re
United StatbS imports for eleven
Secretary of the Interiorhas given notice mained a very brief tiihe, fearing to overmonths of the last fiscal year amounted to
that if the cattlemenin Indian Territory tax the strength of the General, who, so
$570,295,764, and the exports to
persist in obstructing the trails they will be far as he was able, exhibited his appreouordered to remove their herds at once,... tion of the honor paid him. Augu-tin $731,581,023.The Juno commerce will
A pleasure yacht capsized during a storm Arrovo de Anda made remarks in Spanish, probably show a further excess of exports,
on Lake Minnetonka, drowning ex-Mayor which were interpreted, and the General leaving iho balance of our foreign trade for
the whole country in the last fiscal year
Rand of Minneapolis,his wife and two in response wrote the following:
My great Interest In Mexico has dated back to about $165,009,003 in favor of the United
sons, and several other persons. ...The
the great war between the United States and States.... lieutenantCommander W. H.
census of NorthernDakota gives it a
a poputhat country. My Interest was increasedwhen
Webb, with the Alert on the Asiatic stalation of 150,000,against 36,465 in 11860.
four European monarchies attempted to set up
their instltntions on this continent,selecting tion, has been found guilty of drunkenness,
Mexico,a territoryadjoining ns. It was an oat- and suspended from rank and duty oo furrage on human rights for u foreign nation to
lough pay for two years. . .Two hundred
attempt to transfer her institutions and her
John Martin, one of the two escaped rulers to the territoryof a civilizedpeople with- of Big Bear’s Indians have surrendered,
out their consent. They are fearfully punished and are now prisoners at Fort Pitt.
negroes implicated in the outrage and mur- for their crime. 1 hope Mexico may soon beirki
Land Commissioner Sparks has render of Mrs. Hazell, at Elkhart, Texas, was an upward and progressivedeparture. Bhe
has the elements of success, bhe has the peo- dered a decision affirmingthe right of entry
taken out of the Grayson County Jail and ple, she has the soil, she has the climate, and
lynched. This makes six victims of Judge she has the minerals. The conquestof Mexico under the public land laws and decisionsof
will not be an easy task in the future.
Lynch for the murder of Mrs. Hazell.
the Supreme Court of the United States of
The Rev. Father Didier, of Baltimore,
Da Hamilton,of the Marine Hospital also called upon the sick soldier. In re- lands heretofore withdrawn by the voluntary action of the General Laud Office for
Service, having stated at Washington that sponse to the priest’s statement that they
railroad indemnity purposes, where no rewere
all
praying
for
him,
the
General
there were rumors of a number of cases of
quirementsof law existed for making such

A cavalcade of wagons laden with
merchandise belongingto a party of yellow fever

a

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

of

j

on the 31st

A

an

and there clung umtl the sanall had passed.
The followingis a list of the passengerson
the yacht: Ex-Mayor Rand, aged 5s; Mrs.
Rand, nged 50; Mary Rand, aged 16, daughter

of the above; Harvey Rand, aged 13,
son: Frank Rand, aged 18. a nephew;
J. R. Corkendall, aged 36; Mrs. Coykendail,
aged 27 ; Katls Coykendail,agsd 4, daughter of
the above; Engineer George McDonald,Robert
Hussy, aged 10, employed on the yacht. The
bodies of Mrs. Rand and Engineer McDonald
were recoveredand brought to Minneapolis.
Mr. Rand's two terms as Chief Magistrateof
the city were served previous to the incumbency of Mayor Ames. The ex-Mayor waa
quite wealthy. John Coykendailwas a member
of the firm of Coykendail Bro. Cp., which
owns one of the largest and best- known drygoods stores in the city. The two families belonged to the highest business and social circle*
in

the city.

BAD FOR JOHN ROACH.
Attorney General Garland Holds
that the Dolphin Cannot
Be Accepted.
[Washington dispatch.]
Attorney General Garland has rendered a decision on the three points relative to the acceptance of the Dolphin bv the Government, submitted to him by Secretary Whitney. Hq hold*

FOREIGN*

XABKET&

A

..

enforced.

A

the large
the vessel ma;
may be recoveretl
1

jiaid to

him for

Garland says:
This vessel,you inform me. has been fonnd to
be defective in three particulars, two of which
are fundamental : First, she does not develoj
______im
the power and speed which the contract calla
for; second, she is not stanch and stiff
lr.

enough for the service expected of
her; and third, the general character
of her workmanship does not come up
to the requirementsof the contract As to the
defects In the articleof speed, the act of Congress nnder which the vessel was built make*
an appropriationfor the constructionof "one
dispatch naval boat as recommended by the
Naval Board in the report of Deo. 20, 1882.” The
board recommended the constructionof "one
dispatch vessel or clipper, to have a speed of
fifteen knots," and I take
keitr
it that' the recommendation became, by force of this reference to it>
as much a part of the statute as though it had
been recited therein, word for word.

The Dolphin net having been constrnctedin
strict conformityto the act of Congress, the
Attorney Genen
ral assumes that nothing short
of an act of Congresscould authorizeher acceptance. If the vessel is wanting in the
necessary strengthand stiffness,as reported,
the Attorney General says the defect
is fundamental,and sufficient to warrant her
rejection.As to the third objection, because of
the character of the workmanship, the Attorney
General says it can be dealt with by Becretary
Whitney, provided the contractor is willing and
ready to make the vessel satisfactory,Th»
Attorney Generalconcludes:
As to whether the Government has been in any
wav estopped or compromisedby the acts of
aoqnlesoenoe,approval, or acceptance by the
advisoryboard or others, I am of the opinion
that the Government stands unaffected by any
such acts. This most be the case, necessarily,if
the law authorizingthe building of a dispatch
boat is to have effect. Its language is that "no
such vessel shall be accepted unless completed
in strict conformitywith the contract, with the
advice and assistanceof the naval advisory
board” • * * and, consequently,no acceptance of the vessel not bnilt "in strict comform© .47 ity
with the contract" could bind the Govern0 .32 ment.
Neither the Secretary of the Navy nor
0 .60 any officer
under him had any dispensingpower
0 .62 over this statute,
the words of which, appe ring
©10.2S
as they do in a context displayinggreat solidtude for the protection of the public interests,
0 1.00
cannot be taken in any other sense than man.45
.834 datory without a plain disregard of the inten-

Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. G.00 <9 6.25
but was stopped by the ‘dog-soldiers,’
Good Shipping ......... 6.25 & 5.75
The Pennsylvania Republican Conven- Cairo dispatchsays that unless measures
who threatened with death any who should
Butchers' ............... 4.50 0 5.00
tion,
at
Harrisburg,
nominated
Colonel
HOOS
.............................
4.25 ® 4.75
report them for enrollment, at the same
FLOUB-Fancy Red Winter Ex. . 6.25 0 5.50
time placing two of their number as guards Matthew S. Quay on the first ballot for
Prime to Choice Spring. 4.00 0 4.50
over the agent's office. They stopped work Treasurer of State, and adopted resolument, the British flag was hauled down Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .86 0 .87
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .47 0 .474
on the farms and threatenedDyer with tions favoring a repeal of the internal revOats— No. 2. ..................... .31 0 .32
death if he persistedin carrying out his or- enue taxes except upon spirituous and
Negotiatmn^with^pnin concerning8^ new Rye— No. 2 ....................... .57 0 .59
ders. They openly declared that Dyer must malt liquors; increasedduties upon im
commercialtreaty with the United States Babley-No. 3 ................... .47 0 .49
go, as he restricts their liberty. Dyer has
ports, with a discount upon goods import- have been suspended.... Dispatchesfrom Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .16 0 .17
Fine Dairy ............ .12 0 .14
simply been trying to keep them at work." ed in American bottoms;the “establishMadrid state that
:na the cholera is less violent Cheese— Knll Cream, new ....... .07 0 .08
. .Nine hundred strikinglumber workers
ment of a true system of civil service;” and a general decrease is reported in the
Light Skimmed ........ .03 0 .04
left Bay City, Mich. , in barges for East the "preservationof a sound financialsysprovinces. Dr. Ferran has arrived at the Eoos— Fresh ..................... .11 0 .12
Saginaw, where they paraded the streets. tem;" and “a just regard for our commer1.50 0 2.00
capital and entered a protest against the Potatoes— New, per brl .........
@10.50
PoiiK-Mess ......................
carrying banners inscribed “Ten Hours a cial relationswith foreign nations, and a
Government'sstopping other doctors prac- Lard .............................6.60 0 6.75
Day’s Work!” and visited a number of closer intercourse with those on the Amer- ticing inoculation.... Galicia, Poland has
TOLEDO.
mills
Is, compellingthe employes to leave ican continent "
.92
been visitedby destructive floods. Large Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. .91
.50
their saws. A foreman who confronted
Corn-No.
2 ...................... .48
The President has appointed William portions of the city of Cracow and the town Oats-No. 2.* ............... .34 0 .35
them with a drawn revolver was knocked
of Skavina were under water.
MILWAUKEE.
down and roughly handled. Most of the K. Meade, of Arizona, to be United States
Wheat-No. Q .................... .86 0 .87
The
Pall
Mall
Gazelle,
commenting
on
mills on the Saginaw River closed.
Marshal for that Territory;Joseph L.
.

if they surrender within twelve days.

.

.

.

.

0
0

Corn— No.

the result of its revelations,says: “Letters of sympathy arrive by every post. A
large proportion of those who write promise
to subscribe sums varying from 5s to £100
to defend the Gazelle in the event of its
prosecution by the officers of the law. It
will, however, be time enough to think of
I
Po»°*
defending ourselves when anybody shall
,ind A. B. Waller, at Tuscarora, be foolhardy enough to attack us. ,r The
‘V®’ i• rded;
Fostmasters:
Bishop of Chester urges the paper to use
its influence in securingamendments to
the law for the better protection of

Morgan, of South Carolina, to be Secresome excitement owing to the fact of the tary of Legation at the City of Mexico;
Willis G. Clark to be Collector of Cusdiscovery that of spirits exported,to procure
toms for the Port of Mobile, Ala. ; Fredb» Collector o? Interr.al
8hip'
!EfiTena,or
tllli
I'irst District of Pennboard
In whisky circ'esat Cincinnati there is
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2

....................

.46

Oats— No. 2 ......................
Rye— Na ......................
l

.31
.58

.

Babley-No. ................... .60
Pork— Mess ......................10.00
2

—81.
Wheat-No.

2

LOUIS.

Red ................

98

Corn— Mixed .....................
44

CINCINNATL
Wheat-No.

2

Red ................

94

zs *]:
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were severely punished the former, how- at Selma, Ohio; John C. Wise, at Mankato,
ever coming out the victor. As soon as ho Minn., vice L. Punt, suspended; William
is able to see he will insist upon wedding
F. Avera, at Camden, Ark., viceH. A. Melthe lady, and will ask Townsend to “stand
;

from whom the polygamists expected clemency, imposed the
ne extreme penalty
nenaltv of the
law—aix months' imprisonment mid $300
fine— upon two prominent ^lormons.cou-

M

#

urown, at Columbia City, ind., vice J.
W. Baker, suspended;Jonah T. He
Howe, at
Truman sburgh, N. Y., vice D. S. ]Briggs,
suspended;Kobert W. Speer, at Denver,
Col., vice Rebel t Morris, suspended;
'v

.

@
0
@

.96

Corn .............................
49 & .60

OATS-Mixed...................... 85
...... 60
of Rye-No. 2 Fall .........

girls. Dr. Gregg, senior Bishop
the Reform Church of England,commends
the paper for its course....Late reports
from Afghanistan are to the effect that
the Afghans are not loyal to England and
are ready to promote the aims of Russia.
....The clerk to the English Consul at
Askabad was flogged and imprisoned by the
Russians because ho refused to divnlge the
names of English agents operating on the
frontier. .. .Terrible floods have iatelyoocurred in Austria and Hungary. At Pesth
a waterspoutdestroyed $250,030 worth of
property.

®

OATS-Mixed...................... 33 ©
Rye ............................... 64 ® .55
HAY-Timothy ...................11.00 016.00
PORK— Mess .....................10.00 @10.50

....

PORK-Mess... ................

.36
.62

10.25 @10.75

DETROIT.
Flour. ...........................5.50
Wheat-No. 1 White .............93
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 48
Oats-No. 2 White ................ ..

@

@
0
0

e.00
.94
.49
.88

tion.
It follows, then, that no contract exists between Mr. Roach and the United States, and
the large earns of money which have been raid
Mr. Roach have passed into his hands without
anthority of law, and are held by him as so
mnoh money held and received to the use of the
United States, and may be recoveredfrom him;
and not only so, but the money thus paid him
by officials holding a fiduciaryrelation to the

Governmenthaving gone into the ship Dolphin, a court of equity will follow it there, and
for that purpose entertain a proceedingagainst
the ship itself.
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“tafAPOLHi ^ 'iU'W
Wheat-No.
94 0
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............46

.95
.47
.33

EAST LIBERTY.
OATTLE-Best ........ ........... 5.50 @ 6.50
Fair
5.00

J

ALL SORTS.
A Boston woman who invented a corset
has made $50,000 in three years.

.

Common

••••••••

Hoos.... ..........

4.00
4.25
4.25

\

Mr. Horace Howard Furness claims
to own a pair of gloves once worn by
Shakspeare.
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white*,” and the female, “hoy see.”
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CROPS.

CRIME

LONDON.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
IN
paper tells how this
|«lliii|il ^its
trick works : "By the time he had
—The Richmond creamery is making
given us the dots we were out in the Conditionof the Growing Grain in The 41 Pall Mall Gazette’s’’ Exposures
2,000 pounds of butter a week.
woods. Having secreted ourselves he
Three of the Northwestern
Create a Great Sensation in the
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
—A Saginaw’ firm has received an order
gave the female call, and here one came
States.
British Metropolis.
for lumber from the West Indies.
right straight for uo. Sometimes they
—James Oglesby, of Detroit,fell from
A young farmer of Westford, Otsego will come flying and pitch close at your
S. W. Tallmadge’sEstimate of
A
Remarkable
Letter from Spurgeon o \ the steamer Alaska at Put-in Bay, and was
County, New York, wao struck recently feet We were out but a short time
Probable Wheat Yield of
drowned.
the Subject— Suppressingthe
in the face by the tail of a cow which and we killed flvo. Mr. Barnes tells us
the
Country.
•
Sale
of
the
Paper.
he was milking, and became so enraged that he generally goes out in his bug—William McGargle slipped into a vat of
boiling brine at Port Austin and was territhereby that ho procured an ax and gy, calls them to him, and kills them at
bly scalded
A Comprehensive Nummary,
chopped ofi the tails above the switch short range. He never kills a female,
London special.;
llndianapolstelegram.]
The Pall Mall Gazette sensation conof every cow in his stable, six in num- for they will not come to the call.”
—Owing to the severe illness of a Saline
The forthcomingnumber of the Indiana tinues, and a third course of horrors was
ber. The proceedingfinally came to
woman
the church bells of that place have
served to-dny. This installment deals
The internal revenue receipts of Farmer will contain full reports of the with the abuse of children far below the not been rung for the last three Sundays.
the ears of outsiders, and the tiller of
last year were $121,000,000; this condition of the various crops in Indiana, age of puberty, who are systematically —Reuben N. Rice, for many years Genthe soil was fined $10.
year they will probably be about Illinois, and Ohio. From advance sheets bought and sold to rich scoundrels, both eral Superintendentof the Michigan Cenyoung and old. Five pages are devoted to
The occasion of his marriage was $110,000,000; distributed about a the following is taken:
We
have very full reports of the conditionof the detiils of irausactious of this kind. tral Railroad, died at his home near Boscelebrated by H. B. Phillips,of Big follows: Alabama, $35,000; Arizouia, the various crops In the three central Western Every case is so clearly described that the ton.
Bapids, Pennsylvania, by presenting $2,750; Arkansas, $90,000; Califor- Dtntes. It will be noticed that the conditionof guilty parties could be located within
the wheat crop In Indiana does not differ greatly
— JL P. Hosley, of Petoskoy,foreman
his bride his teething ring, the first nia, $3,300,000; Colorado, $200,- from our June 1 reports, as to per cents. Many twenty-four hours by a detective of the
most
ordinary
intelligence.
Every
possicf
a gravel gang, was run over by the
of our correspondentswrite that the wheat has
look of hair cut from his head, and the 000; Connecticut, $425,000; Dakota,
headed longer than usual, and that the berry is ble clew is given except the names gravel train at Mackinaw City and was
first tooth he cut, and receiving in ex- $10,000; Delaware, $200,000; Florida, very full and plump, and that wheat will bo of
of the principals. The editorial arti-

|tm,

editor of the local

*

I

fine quality, weighing heavy. The showers of
prosper- $173,000; Georgia, $375,000; Idaho, June contributedto this result largely, keeping cle which accompaniesthis dose is short,
but is more aggressive than any other that
ous grocery store— the other half be- $2,500; Illinois,$25,000,000; Indiana, the plant growing. In Illinoisthe reports put
the conditionlower than neretofore.and It Is
has been printed since the exposures belonging to his wife’s "old , man"— the $5,600,000; Iowa. $2,750,000; Kansas, quite evident that the crop will be an exceed- gan. The editor not only defies but
ingly short one In that State. Our Ohio reports
invites prosecution; but he warns intendexchange indicating that he hod cut $167,000;Kentucky, $15,000,000; Louis .......
are nearly as last month, as to condition, though
ing prosecutors that many names will neoit is stated that wheat has tilled Andy and will
his eje-teeth, at all events.
iana, $560,000; Maine, $50,000; Mary- be^f’SSd qualiry? *».
thouS^ho1
v
crop'there will sssarily be revealed during the trial of any
oases brought against him. Borne men, he
land. $3.150.000 : Massaclmsett*.
.......
Reports generally agree as to the fine condiA snake nine feet long and about land, $3,150,000; Massachusetts,$2,400,says, will be snared until the last on action
of
the
corn
crop.
As
stated
In
the
June
re000; Michigan, $1,500,000;Minnisota,
seven inches in diameter at the thickest
port,
the *‘ruunu
Kround wa8
was never in nner
liner condition count of their honest wives and the worthy
IV..
$500,000;Mississippi, $50,000; Missouri, for this plant. May was
dry, which caused tbe sons and daughters of whom they are unJ
_» «
part, was found on a farm near Starplant to root deep, and June was very
worthy fathers.If such men choose to lead
$6,500,000; Montana, $125,000; Ne- yonng
seasonablefor fair growth. Reportersmention
rica, Susquehanna County, Pennsylvabraska,
$1,500,000; Nevada, $5,000; the splendid rooting of the plant, and while it the attack, they will be sheltered behind the
nia, helpless from gorging a young
has not -grown
so rapidly
------— , as
_ in
in son
some former fa- petticoats of women whom they know they
years, the area and condition of the
are unworthy to touch.
lamb, and was killed with a fence- New Hampshire, $375,000;New Jersey, vorable
growing crop gives assurancenow of the largest
The only persons who have thus far
Mexico, $70,000; ever
grown. There have been complaintsof too
stake. The reptile is described as hav- $3,475,000;
New
York,
$13,500,000; North Car- much rain in some countiesof Illinoisin par- come within the clutches of the law on
ing a peculiar flat head, with a circle
ticular,where drainagehas not been attended account of this sensation are a few newsolina, $1,600,000; Ohio, $13.- to, bnt from some of these reporters state that boys. The cumbrous machinery of the
of short stiff hairs around the neck,
corn during the latter part of June was cleaned
Home Office for the suppression of a
brown in color, with bands of red about 500,000; Oregon, $125,000; Penn- up of weeds, and is doing well
Oats and hay are both fine. Indeed, there newspaper cannot be lightly put in operasylvania,
$7,500,000;
Rhode
Island,
its body at intervals of a few inches.
seems to be ono short crop— that of wheat, and tion, but any inspector can order the ar$130,000;
Carolina, $93,- all else now promises well We can see no rea- rest of persons selling what he deems an
ln 1110 tom outlook.
A Mexican paper says that some 000; Tennessee, $1,250,000; Texas, so,?,;orPj?coaraKement
Wheat Bum m ary— Indiana: The June report obscene publication.Hence it happens
Boston excursionistsdid not behave $225,000;Utah, $4,500; Vermont, $30,- put the condition at 61 per cent, of an average that, whi’e tbe Pall Mall Gazette’s presses
crop. Now it is stated at 64 per cent Illinois
are running night and day and the papers
themselves while recently en route for

change one-half interest in

.u

*2.400..
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New

South

:

000; Virginia, $3,000,000 ;

the halls of the
“At Del Norte
off pieces of

Montczumas.It says
acme of them chipped
:

the church to see what

it

was made of and shook hands with the
figure of the Virgin

Mary.

At other

places they walked into houses and

looked about as

if

they were ancient

ruins, without asking permission or saying a word to the inmates.”

Washington,

June report 49 percent, but our reporter* think
It will not exceed 40 for the whole State. This
Is the worst for years. Ohio: June reports put
the
condition at 70 per cent, but now the conconsin, $3,000,000;Wyoming. $1,500.
dltion is reported at 68 per cent The highest
condit.on of the wheat crop and the best yield
The latest puzzle set afloat by the Is in the northernsections of the three StatesCorn— This crop now promises to be large In
speculativewriter concerns the wisest au three States. As stated in our June reports,
deportment when caught on the street the area la large,and if the season shall be fair
from this on, these States will probably grow
in a storm. It is asked, “If a man has the largest corn crop ever harvested.
Oats— This will also be a large crop. June
to walk a certain distance against a
has been very favorablefor it, and all reports
heavy rain, with some wind, will he get agree In the promise of a large yield and good

$7,000; West Virginia, $550,000; Wis-

quality.

more wet by going fast or going slow?”
moves rapidly he encounters more
lectual confish ball will rejoice to hear drops in a given space, but arrives at
Lieut. Schwatka affirm that codfishing bis destination sooner. Even if he
banks exist along Alaska’s shores so could move over the ground in a second
great in extent that they never have he must encounter all the rain upon it
been completely outlined, and that Would he encounter any more if ho
they must exceed in extent those of the went over the ground leisurely? This
Atlanticbanks probably in proportion- question is rather more interesting
ate extent to the size of the two oceans. than the ordinary newspaper conunIt will be an enterprise,he says, that drum because it is ono which almost
will pay as much het'er to those en- any person has at some time put to
• g*ging over the eastern codfisheries, himself. The problem’s solution is
as average enterprisesin the west are simple. It is true that if a person were
better than those of the same kind to move over all the ground required
among us.
in a second ho would encounter all the
rain falling in his way between the
Some of the youthful letters of the
points, but he would encounter only
late Lord Beaconsfield contain such
what fell in that particular second. To
characteristic passages as these : "Look
illustrate practically : If a man were
at me; here you see a man who is quite
to dash across the street in half a
willing to boast of being what every
minute during a smart rain he would got
one else would despise, if only he can
only well sprinkled; let him take half
thereby convey to the world that he
an hour to cross the street and ho
despisesit much more than it can dewould be as wet as if he had plunged
spise him.” "To govern men you must
into tbe lake. The element of time of
either excel them in their accomplishexposure is the only one to be considments or despise them; Ido the latter.”
ered. It is by the settlementin the
“With the united assistance of my Ennewspapers of great vital questionslike
glish, Spanish, and fancy wardrobe, I
this that the peace of the country is
Admirers of the modest but

sported a costume

in

intel- If he

Yanina, which pro-

duced an extraordinary effect on that
costume-loving people.”

Nearly everhody knows that

Sir

assured and its well-being constantly
provided for.

A rather singular

Hay— The frequent showers in June have kept
J*® meadows growing, and in fine condition.
The yield of the hay crop will be excellent, is
the report from nearly all sections.

Mr. Tallmadge'sEstimate.
I

W. Tallmadge, Secretaryof the
Milwaukee Chapiber of Commerce, has
preparedhis fourth general report on the
condition
of the wheat
crop of
----- and
— outlook
— — —
••JkAVUV V/AVM'
the United States for 1885. Notwithstanding the current rumors that the wheat condition has developed great improvement
during the past ten days, the reports show
to the contrary. Where slight improvement is noted in some of the smaller producing States, other and larger wheat
States show a still farther falling off in the
yield, and from the very latest advices from
the principalwinter wheat States Mr. Tallmadge says he can see no good reason to
change his late estimate of 331,000,000
bushels as the probable total yield of winter and spring wheat
The spring wheat States, lown, Nebraska, and Dakota, report the wheat in
excellent condition, with every indication
of a good average outcome, but wo must

been started in the Supreme Court of
New York in an effort to suppress a
one
monopoly. Although begun by a pri-

was introduced,“smelled a rat, saw

W

not lose sight of the fart that these States
have just entered into the trying month
for spring wheat.
Reports from Minnesota show considerthe southern part of the
State, while Northern Minnesota shows
the crop in promising condition. Many
excellent judges say the State will do well
to yield 33.000,000 bushels.
Wisconsin is reportedin fair condition,
bnt owing to the decrease in area and almost total destruction of the winter wheat
the State will not produce over 75 per cent,
of last year’s crop.
able, damage in

GEN. GRANT’S BOOK.

ten thousand angry citizens in College

bers with a conspiracy to

commit acts

injurions to commerce. The complaint
revolver: “Clear
sets forth that a pool was formed by
the way,” said he, “or I’ll kill every
means of which all companies engaged
mothers’ sowl o’ ye.” Recently in the
in this line of manufacturing were
House of Commons, Mr. Gladstone
placed under the control of the defendto

member,

a

renew the crimes act. “Three-

quarters of this

bill/’ said

a

Parnellite

"is bad, and the other half is

even worse.”

moirs."
[New York diapatch.l

it

torney-General, acting for the State.
but nipped it in the
The action is against a company enbud.” Later another member, Mr.
gaged in manufacturing sewing-maCorry, who voted for the legislative
chine supplies,and charges its memunion with England, was howled at by

sought

Text of the Preface to His “Personal Me-

vate party, it is authorized by the At-

floating in the air,

Green. He drew

S.

proceeding has

House of Commons, on
a coercion act

notable occasion, when

ant corporation,which dictated absolutely the

amount

that

Milwaukee special.]

should be pro-

duced each month and the

prices

charged, thus doing away with any-

are being sold by the truckload for oirenlation throughoutthe three kingdoms, ten
news -venders have been arrested on tha
charge of selling indecent prints. The

The preface to Gen. Grant’s book

will

be as follows:

“Man

proposes, and God disposes." There

but few importantevents in the affairs of men
brought about by their own choice. Although
frequently urged by my friend* to write
memoirs, I had determined never to do so.
never tp write anything for publication.At the
BWOf nearly 62 1 received an injury from a fa'l
confined me closely to the house, while
it d!d not apparentlyaffect my general health,
bhortly after the rascality of a business partner
developeditself by the announcementof a
are

m*

failure. This was followed soon after by
universaldepressionsof all securitlea,which
seemed to threaten the extinctionot a good
part of the income atiU retained, ami
for which I am indebted to the kindly act of
friends. At this Juncturethe editor of the On-

for

at that

moment I was

living

on borrowed

a stock of pig-iron on

hand

esti-

near Escanaba, has closed
definite

down

for an in-

period

—Mrs. Chapoton,who has just died at
bom in Michigan ninety-three

Detroit, was

years ago. She was the oldest white woman
born in the State.

—Ono

strong argument in favor of light-

ing the streets with gas— besides its econ-

omy—

is found in the restoration of onr

street signs, the absence of which has
caused so

much inconvenienceand

loss

of

time and temper.—Free Press.

—Two

'JR

deaths by drowing resulted at

Ishpeming

last

five years old,

week. The

who

first

fell into Lake Angeliue,

was

a boy named

old,

who

Peterson, twelve year*

fell into the

same

lake while fish-

— Judge Smith, of Clinton County, says
many words that a woman who will

The Rev. Mr. Spurgeon publishes a letin the Pall Mall Gazette approvingof

ter

quences and expiate the folly by going with

him through life. He

said this to Mrs.

Clara Roed, refusingher applicationfor
divorce.

—It

is

expectedthat 125 United States

convicts in the Detroit House of Correction
will be freed by a Supreme Court decision

"infamous”crimes

to the effect that trial for

had only after indictment
Grand Jury. One convict has already

can properly be
by a

been released on this ground.

—Dr.

Gerow has

A. M.

located about five miles

He has one acre planted

a cranberry marsh

from Cheboygan.
coming on

that is

finely, the plants being in

blossom and giv-

ing indicationsof promisingresults. Last

week he sent out

fifty

-three bags, about

one ton of plants sufficient, to put in four

more acres. It will not be many years before this will become a very important
factor in the industries of this section.

—

Cheboygan Tribune.

—The

death of so prominent a merchant

as Mr. C. R. Mubley is not only a most important and interestinglocal event, but will
attract atlentionfar beyond the city limits.

EBtnblishmontsin four other

cities have

made his name, if not his personality,
known to the citizens of as many other
States. His renowned advertisements have
literally made bis firm

iar in our

and business “famil-

mouths as householdwords.”

that journal'sexposures of the secret vices

From the father who bought his clothing
of the aristocratsof London. The letter
and the mother who visited his bazars to
is remarkable in many respects, and the
the boy who was fitted out as occasion refollowing are some of its expressions:
“I feel bowed down with shame and in- quired with suit and bat and ball and sled,
dignation. *
* This is loathsome Mabley’s name was like one of the family’s.

*

business, but even sewers must be cleaned.
I pray that good may come from the horrible exposure, which, iucidentially, must do
harm, bnt whoso great drift must result in
lasting benefit. * * * I don’t think our
churches
-have failed, for they AiU
have
f U JVUJ/t
kept u
a
pure remnant alive in the land. *
* j
b.•elieve that many ore unaware of these
dunghills reeking under their nostrils. *
* ^ I thank all co-operatorsIn your
warfare. * * * BjMire not villains,even
though wearing stars and garters.
• *
We need a vigilance committee, a moral
police, to suppress this infamy. * * *
Let the light in without stint ”
The Gazette bids defiance to the authorities who ore engaged in the work of attempting to suppress Ihe sale of the last
three days’ issues of the paper. It claims
honor for leading in the cause of exposing
the vices of the rich, and declares that the
best men of England enthusiasticallysupport it in its crusade. The Gazette challenges the courts of London to prosecute
it for the work it is engaged in, and says it
might subpoenahalf of the legislature of
England to prove the accuracy of its revelations. The paper is selling at a great
d the circulation
* •* is enormons.
*
premium, and

v v«,

.....

*

—Free

Press.

Didn’t Object to Being Kissed.
W. T. Carleton has been not a little annoyed since Sunday at the jokes that have
been poked at him over his supposed encounter with Miss Sadie Martiuot. It
seems that both these artistsare now on
thoroughly good terms with each other,
and there is not a shadow remaining of any
unpleasantness over the “Nanon” kiss that
first prompted the trouble.
“In fact," said Mr. Carleton, yesterday,
‘ there was uo trouble. The impression
that I either slapped Miss Martinot, or
threw her down, or let her fall over when
I got up, suddenlyangry at being kissed,
is all absorb Nothing of the kind occurred at all. I thought that if kissing wa*
au absolute necessity in the piece there wag
no need of going over it every day at rehearsal.This was a part of the bnsines*
that did not necessitateconstant study, and

besides, while

it is

a usual thing, I believe,

on the German stage for actors and
actresses to kiss each otherisquare on the
lips, it is rather opposed to American customs *»ud ideas. I made this remark at re- ,
bearsnl. and appealed not to Miss Martinot
but to Mr. Conned, the stage manager, saying: * I don’t see why so much kissing

should go on.*

Aud

besides,as Miss

Martinot seizes my face constantly before
kissing,there is a good deal of danger that
I should lose the whole of my make-up,
and come out of the encounter blotched all
over the face. ”

“Miss Martinot took my remarks in pergood part, and seemed not to be annoyed the least at them-in fact. I imagine
that she tacitly agreed and only wanted to
be told how to do the business differently
than 4 he had already been taught it At
any rate, it was materiallychanged and fixed
as it is now done in the piece, which is
certainlymuch less offensivethan it would
have been to the audience in its original
pression of countenance, and then, for- spiracy against the public welf/ira
• .
*
SAVwVVJVUlf
shape.
rejrainedsomewhatof my strength,and am
The
ruling
of
the
courts
in
this
matter
tified by a cheer, began his speech.
able often to devote aa many hours a day as a cattle,under the act of May 24, 1884,
“I find Miss Martinot a very pleasant litwill naturally be a subject of much in- person^ ahonld devote to ouch work. I would which forbids any person to drive cattle
tle lady to get along with, and I am quite
have^rehppe
of
satisfying
the
expectation
A sportsman at Baxter, Georgia, has terest
of the public If I could have allowed myself on foot through any Stote or Territory, sure that she never made the aconsation
raore time. I have used my be*t efforts, with knowing them to be infected with a con- that I wa* guilty of any brutalitytoward
a cute trick about calling birds. He
The official bulletin of * great victagions disease. Secretary Lamar has now her. I am perfectlywilling to have the pubsays that the whistle of the male and
tory over self is written in indelible bylSs^i ot^erafto wrt ^fromtberwords^very requested. the Attorney General to instruct lic believe that I would stnke a man in Cate
female differ materially. At this sea- ink on brain and heart.— Barbers’ Gathe court officers to cease their opposition to of necessity,but I bate to be thought
son of the year the male birds are easily- zette. .
those using the established trails, and to be of striking a woman,
refrain from interfering with the cattl*- never did it. I wish yon
called np by giving the call of the
Hpw does a fire, when fall of coal,
drov,™ while on Ihe trail, in the Indira right in this matter so that t:
female. The male seems to ssy, “bob feel in these cold days?— Grate full
lemtory.

/

”

fectly

“

V*
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while playing near the water. The second

ing.

opinion, that the
editor of the Pall Mall Gazette wa« actuated by the highest motives. He said that
if a enme had been committed in pointing
out a nest of crimes the publishers should
first be dealt with, after which it would be
time enough to prosecute the men and boys
who had bought and sold the paper in the
ordinary course of trade.
The office of the Pall Mall Gazette is
in a state of siege. A shrieking mob of
rowdies has possession of the sndowalks.
.....
News venders, regular and irregular, are
pressing forward to buy copies of the paper at one shilling apiece. Eight policemen are on duty forming the purchasers
into line. They are admitted at one entrance, where tickets for papers a.'e bought,
and, as soon as they have received the papers called for by their tickets, they go
out at another door and begin to lell the
papers at almost any price they choose to
ask. The sale of the papers at the office
is not only tolerated,but regulatedand
facilitated by the police but as soon as the
vender begins to sell his wares on the
street he is liable to arrest.
At Ihe clubs the principal occupation is
fitting the names of the accused persous to
descriptionsgiven of them in the Gazette’s
exposures. In many cases the descriptions are so accurate that nothing is left to
conjecture.In other cases there is a good
deal of guesswork-more or less wild.
Names of members of the royal family and
of the highest nobilityare freely bandied
about. Many aristocratsare howling with
rage, and their anger is intensified by its
impotence.

th<

/"

i

was a girl

marry a drunkard must accept the conse-

Mayor expressed the

to Prin- thing like competition in the business. money.
The work I found coneenial,and I detercess Beatrice the prime minister ap- The central corporation had agents to mined to continue it. The event is an Important one for me, lor good or evil— I hope for tbe
peared in his war paint— high shirt inspect and report upon the doings of former. In preparimr these volumes for the
collar, black frock coat, white waist- the others, and any deviation from the public I hare entered upon the task with the
sincere desire to avoid doing injustice to any
THE CHEROKEE STRIP.
coat, and a geranium in his buttonhole. terms of the pool agreement was pun- one, whether on the National or Confederate
side,
other
than
the
nnavotdable
injnstice
of
He seemed physically out of condition, ished by a fine of $1,000. All this is not making mention often where special men- gecretkrjrLamar Orders that Opposition
to tbe Use of Itegular Trails Cease.
bnt with dramatic deliberation pre- familiar enough as a matter of daily tion la due. There must be many errors of
omission in this work, because the subject is
iWohinatondl«p*tch.)
pared himself for the oocaaion by an practice with certain corporations,but too large to be treated in two volnmes In snob
Tbe reported obstruction of the cattle
a
way
as
to
do
justice
to
all
the
olfioers
and
audible direction to Sir Arthur Hayter it is rather novel to hear of a State be- men engaged. There were thousands of in- trails through the Indian Territoryby
to fetch him a glass of water. To hear ginning an action to suppress such a stance* during the rebellion of individual, com- settlers upon the Cherokeestrip is engrosspany. regimental, and brigade deeds of herowas to obey, and the Ganymede was pool as a conspiracy against the public ism which dosArvo special mention, and are ing the attention of tbe Secretary of the
Interior. In answer to complaintsmade
not here almded to. The troops engaged in
back with a brimming beaiker in an interest The Attorney-General of them will have to look to the detailed reports of by drovers that they were not permitted to
eighteenthpart of the time it took New York contends that the people are their indivldaal commandersfor tbe fall hfs- lake cattle over the estabisbed trail*; T
torr of those deeds.
the Secretary telegraphed that no one haa
Puck to put a girdle round the earth. entitled to the privilegesand benefits ' Th
/he first volume, as well as a portionof the
a
right to obstruct them. Nevertheless,
second,
was
written
before
I hid reason to supMr. Gladstone gurgled a trifle of the of competition in trade, and that an at- pose I was in a critical condition of health. it appears that officials of Federal courts,
pure element with a perfect neutral ex- tempt to destroy such rivalry is a con- Later I was reduced almost to the point of

When proposing the grant

—With

mated at 35,000 tons the Fayette furnace,

in so

....

Mr.

Boyle Roche, the eccentric member of
the Irish

killed

a

Si

:

S*'

tMr

m

Calling of a Christian Minister,” by a

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

inter of the Gospel :

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

New

at

Orleans, n

“The

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

Min

by Henry G. Spaulding, etc.

1885.

18,

Thb Saugaluck village board have

CARD.

or-

tion will neyer be forgotten by us*

on Monday. Upon

Holland, Mich.,

his per-

son were about $200 worth of Chicago &

PLDMI1IN6 J. FLIEMAN
Jewelry, Watches,
ESTIMATES OTJTTE HyS iUmvaDIAMONDS,
connection with the Holland City Water Works,
we are ready to make

has in stock a number of the

July

16,

Church Items with the

1885.

Services for

of

Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com
for

for all

parties desiring the same.

Strength and Durability
Will

lit

they beat everything.The dash is a new device
which cannot he broken.

np residences for

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and :30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,

teachers’institute for Ottawa

and put in

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

weeks. Good accommodationawill be Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Christian
provided for all

who

attend. It Is

tended to assign definite lessons, by top- Congregational singing. Opening anthems
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
ics, from day to day, making the exer-

p.m.

the earn- meeting Thursday at 7:30
therefore,re welcome.

cises as profitableas possible to

teachers. Teachers

est

quested to bring a copy

are,

each of

Third Reformed

arithme-

grammar, geography, U.

tic, English

2

J.

institute will

G. Plowman,

White Pigeon, assisted

of

Ypsilanti.

9

:30 a. m.,

Sunday School at 8:45

Poet, of July 6, con-

north and northwestthrough the counties
of Monroe, Lenawee, the corners of Hillsdale and Jackson, through Calhoun, Kalamazoo, and the corner of Barry and into
Allegan county to Allegan, about 23 miles
from Holland, on Lake Michigan.
Going north from Toledo, the first place
of Importanceafter leaving Dundee is Tecumseb, an important milling city, which
is surrounded by a fine milling country.
The power for the large mills there is lurnished by the River Raisin.j
Leaving Tecumseh, the next point of
importanceia Moscow, on the source of
the Kalamnz >o river. From here to Allegan the railroad and the river run close
together, Marshal, Ceresco, and Battle
Creek being on both.”

.The reporter then devotes nearly a

umn

to Battle Creek,

col-

known

a.

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
m., and 2 p. m. Sun-

Notice.
have purchasedthe store building and
stock of goods formerly owned by M.
Jonkmao on the corner of River and
Tenth streets.All accounts due or against
Mr. Jonkman, on account of store, will be
settled by me.
R. E. WERKMAN.
I

Holland, July

1885.

16,

24-4w

Notice.
The party who took the twenty dollar*
from the desk of the Holland City Bank,
on July 7, can save prosecution by returning Uie same immediately, as he is known.
If returned at once to the Bank no queslioos will be asked. C. Vek Schure,

her sanitarium and

as Devil’s

Cashier.

"
“

ALBERT

in the world.

Their live stock shipmentsin season are
large and just now the road is shipping
large quantitiesof wool from all points to
-New England.
The train service of the road is good
and the officialsobliging, competent and
wide awake to the interests of their pa-

Zeeland, Mich.. July

10.

LAHUIS, Seen.

1883.

marked

KANTERS & SONS,

a daguerreotype, of Henry

Clay. Not

less striking than the portraits

are the articles accompanying

WARRANTED

GOODS,

sell at

ward Eggleston's profusely

to

make water connectionsfor

DWELLINGS,

illustrated

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.

Mortgage Sale.

and other business buildings.Also for

“Frank Hatton in North Borneo,” by bis
father, Joseph Hatton.

BAUER ARE UWR SPMLEU,

papers of the July number are

which we keep on hand ail modem fixtures.
There is nothing in the line of plnmblng that we
scription of the Confederate parsnit dur- cannot do or supply.

Drug Store.

Prop.

for

m

a

A. B. TAYLOR,

M.ETMLES MOW'S

GIVE

f2.00. Round

TJS

A OAMi.
R

.

wPPpirs.

DANIEL PRATT,
CHARLES PRATT,
Kxtcutort and Rtriduarv
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

MACKINAC.

Legatm as

SUMMER TOUR

CLOTHING

Palace Steamer*.Low BaUa.
Pour Tripe par Week Between

And Every Week Day Between

I

Write for our

Our Clothing Store

is

Detroit
C. D.

&

.

,

only that the

!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
!

FAI1TTS

now open.

“ Picturesque Maokinao,” Illustrated.
Coataina Pell Partleulaie. Mailed Tree.

---- -

UoMRumU

NOTHING NEW!

CLOTHING

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND

----

.Set, or
oner. fcfe-t,or

aforesaid.

CLOTHING!

The Most Delightful

No. 22 Sonth River Street.

Cleveland Bteam Nav. Co.
qsn. Pam. Aar.,

I

Next

Whitcomb,

to

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

are being sold

MICH.

F\

KING’S EVIL
Was

the

name formerly given

to Scrofula

bocauso of a superstitionthat
cured by u king's touch.
wiser now, and

it

could be

BIRD,

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

PROPRIETOR.

We guaranteethat a gallon

The world la

!

275

will cover

a

square feet, two coats, and that they are

knows that

SUPERIOR PAINT,

ROOST

Mr. JOHN A.

can only be cured by a thorough puriica*
tion of the blood. If this is neglected,
the disease perpetuates its taint through
generation after generation.Among its

Rheumatism,Scrofulous Catarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and vari-

employed as clerk in the store and will
welcome all his old friends and customers and the public generally.

auy in the market.

is

For information and llluetratedsample book,
call at

KREMERS
Call Early

aud See Our Stock.

Holland, Mich.,

April 22, 1885. 12-8m

Sc BANOS*

DHTJO STORE.
Holland, Mich., May

13,

1885.

ous other dangerous or fatal maladies,are
it.

SFE,X3Sra- A.3STID

Is the only powerfuland always reliable
Uood-purifying medicine. It Is so effectual an attentive that it eradicatesfrom
the system Hereditary Scrofula, and
the kindred poisons of contagiousdiseases
and mercury. At the same time It enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
healthfulaction to the vital organs and
rejuvenatingthe entire system. . This great

It composed of the genuine. Honduras
Sarsaparilla, with fellow Dock, Stil-

Ungia, the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other Ingredientsof great potency. carefully and scienuncaliy com*
pounded. Its formula Is generally known
to the medical profession,and the beat

STTMIMEH,.

Sarsaparilla

For

indestructible Hose, Hose Reels,

as

an

the

all

S.

VAN SEN SERGE,

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

Millinery

<fc

Fancy Goods.

H.

POOTMA.

1883.

SUt

are invited to come and see their selected stock.

Holland, Mich., May

6, 1885.

ATTENTION

jvimhoxj

blood. It

is

Ping Tobacco.
Sold by

other preparation for which like effects
are claimed, and is thereforethe cheapest,

We

the Stave and Heading
Bolts you eau make and deliver the year
round, viz:
will

bny

as well as the best blood purifyingmedi-

Oak

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

Elm
j

PREPARED BY

[Analytical Chemists.1
Sold by all Druggists: Prios $1;
Six bottles for $6.

Grocers and Toits

excellent chew, delicious flavor

all

cine, in tho world.

Ayer's Sarsaparilia,

all

Woodsmen. bacco Dealers. Noted for

concentrated to the high-

Hr, J. C, Ayer A Co., Lowell, Kate,

heretofore exiatlng under the firm name of Heregardus A Postma, is this day dissolved.H . Postma will continue the busineea, to whom all accounts due aaid firm must be paid and who will
pay all accounts against the firm.
R. 8CREGARDU8,

AH

diseasescaused by the vitiatkm of

Edward Eggleston'sHistorical

1883.

10.

&

Farmers and

est practicable degree, far beyond any

Holland, Mich ..July

L.

physicians constantly prescribe AYXR’f

B. Franklin; “The Seven Days’ Fighting
. Sprinklers, Form tains, Jets, Eta.
about Richmond,” by General Jamea
always in stock. All plumbing warranted.
Longstreet; and points of minor interest
R. KANTER8 A SONS.
in “Memoranda.”
Holland, Mich., July 10,
2S-8m
In ‘Topics of the Time” ere editorials
entitled “Twenty Yean efter the Wer,”
Dissolution Notice.
“The Blindneas of Legialaton,”and “Dr.
Notice is hereby given that tbs co-partnership

“Open Lettera” are published a recent tetty by Oliver Wendell Holme* on
“International Copy right"; “Another
Side of the Copyright Question”f “Tie

ram

ROGERS,

Absolute Cure

General D. H. Hill; “Rear-Guard Fight*

Paffen.”

BEST, M, D.

R,

HOLIAND-SAUGATUCK-CHICAGO
STEAMBOAT LINE

“McClellan’s Change of BAae,” by

4ng at Savage’s Station,” by General W.

WARD

FIRST

RegenerativeNedicina

BARBER SHOPS,

an account of the explorations of the late

profusely illustrated,and comprise a de-

No

stock.

trouble to show Goods.

Default having been made In the conditions of a
mortgage,executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dated the eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of September. A. D. 1874, in the office of the Register of
deeds for Ottawa connty, State of Michigan, in
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 22) and 221.
B,
Prop’r,
And the said Daniel Pratt having since died testate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sons of
•aid deceased, having been duly appointed the exMr. Henry Lubenca a competent preecutors of his last will and testament, as well ns
being the residuary legatees named
said will, scription clerk, has charge, and will be
! an anthenticated copy of which said will and tho
found at all hours, ready to compound
probate thereof was recordedin the Register’s
prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable
l
office, aforesaid.May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there is claimed to he due at the date hereof, manner.
New and Commodious
the amount of five hundred, and seventy-ninedollars and eighty cents: Notice is hereby given that
A complete assortment of
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein described, to wit: All that tract or parcel of land,
sitoate in the State of Michigan, in the connty of
R. T.
Marter.
Ottawa,in said State, and describedas follows,
Will leave Holland at 2j>. m., on SUNDAY, to-wit: all of lot four that lies on the north side of Everything apertaining to a first-class drug
TUESDAY and THURSDAY, for Bangatuck and the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad,in Section 14,
store will be kept constantly an band.
Chicago. Returning, will leave O'Connor’s dock, Township eight north of Range 16 west, and also
north end Rueh-st bridge at 8 p. m.
that part ofthe east half of the northeast quarter
of said section which lies sonth of the state road,
B. BEST,
Fare,
Trip, $3.50.
containing about thirty-fiveacres of land; also all
that part of lot number four, south of tho Detrott
Holland, Mich., June 27, 1884.
CHA8. E. BIRD. Clerk.
and Milwaukee railroad, in Section fourteenin
township eight,north of range sixteen west, containing one and a half acres of land, in said connty
of Ottawa,at tho front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, in the city of Grand haven,
on the aeventeenth day of August, next, at two
Greatest lndaoom«»nU ever offorod. Now', your time to fftap
o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
orders for oar celebratedTern*
aaid mortgage with Interestand cost*.
ard Cafft«Mnd Mcore a beaotiDated May twenty-aecond, A. D. 1885.

HOTELS,

one of the moat popular of hia series; and

in

Come and examine our

FLIEMAN,

are

Licensed Plumbers

paper on “Social Life in the Colonies,”

And

J.

Ayers Sarsaparilla
We

her novel*,— by Rose G. Kingsley, the and are prepared
daughter of Canon Kingsley, la the opening illustrated paper. Others, are Dr. Ed-

Goods are warranted

I am prepared to do repairirg and en
graving promptly and in the best manner

free a

reasonable prices.

writes of hia friend Mistral.
description of “George Eliot’s Coun-

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

$200,000

produced by
which they

Clay’s personality,and Alphonse Daudet

.

in prtttnUqittn awav.
Send us 5 cents poatsge.
and by mail you will get

them. Geo.

ty,”— the sceneaof her country life and

and a

tinue.

Bancroft contributesa vivid sketch of

ing

.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23, 1881.

earlier symptomatic developments are
Eczema,
Cutaneous Eruptions, Tua. Cute
mors, Bolls. Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
leers. Nervous and PhyPurulent Ulcers,
tlcal Collapse,etc. If allowed to con-

always carry a full supply of

and the full-page por-

SPECTACLES

to

interest, in the

trait, after

The war

1885.

SCROFULA

July Century, are the frontispiecepicture

A

19,

I will sell at astonishingly
low prices in
order to make room Tor my fall stock.

24-l5t

'Iron?.”

-of Frederic Mistral

Holland, Mich., June

keep ou baud a large assortmentof

All the

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

“Besides being a road that leads to
Notice to Teachers.
many points for pleasure, the M. & O.
The following schedule of times and places for
opens up one of the finest wheat countries bolding public examinations of teachers has been
in the world, and in this respect is of arranged by the Ottawa County Board of School
Examiners for the fall of 1883:
great importanceto Toledo.
The line is supplied with twelve new Friday, August 14, at Grand Haven;
elevators,— at Addison, Omstead, Moscow,
11 28, at Holland,
Hanson, Homer, Eckford, Ceresco, Augusta, Richland and Allegan. The road
Sept. 25, at Coopersville;
is also building up a reputation as a coal
11 October 8o, at Grand Haven,
supplying road, on account ot the direct
(Regular.)
line from Toledo, where they connect
All applicants for 1st or 2nd grade certificates
with several Ohio coal roads. At Allegan
will please appear at the regularexamination.
they strike the Chicago and West Michi- Oct. 80. An allowance will hereafter be made on
gan, which leads to the great lumber re- the average standing of applicants for attendance
at teachers' institutes.
gions of Western Miphigao, and to MusBy order of Ottawa County Board cf School Exkegon, the largest lumber producing city aminers,

portraits of

OTHERS

and

Call and examine and give me a trial.

VAN LANDEGEND & KERKHOF,

$euj Advertisements.

and then continues:

RICTOS

to be just as represented.

Give ns a call.

.

Lake, in Lenawee

county, and to Gull Lake, near Allegan,

Two

COST.

made work in

which

p. m.

business enterprises; and then to the resort

Cisterns and Drive Wells

and

M. &
0. road, from Toledo, from which we
make the following extracts:
“One of the greatest prides of the Fuand 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
ture Great is her railroad system. The
iron bands that center in our citv are Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
greater in number than any other city of Subjects: Morning, “Hope and Despair.”
the West containing 80,000 people, and
Evening, “Will few or many be saved? ”
among these there is no road that opens
up a more rapidly developing country
than the Michigan & Ohio. The road is
Jpwiai §oti«ej*.
156 miles long, running from Toledo
tains an account of a trip over the

FARMERS

sell at

package of goods
large value, 7tbat will start you in work that will
day school at 3:45.
at once bring yon in money fasterthan any'
anything
else in America. Ail about the $200,000 in presHolland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- ents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere,
either sex, of all ages, for all the time, or spare
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. of
time only, to work Tor us at their own homes.
Fortunesfor all workersabsolutelyas^nred. Don't
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
elay . H. Hallstt A Co., Portland, Maine.
George, Pastor. Services at 10^0 a. m.t
Services at 9:30

B. R.

on hand which l propose to

kinds of

der Meulen, of Ebenezcr,Mich.

First Church,

Etc.

D.

serviceswill be conducted by Rev

f

TheY&O.

The Toledo Evening

The

Grand Haven, and John Van

W. Putnam, of
-

m.

I also

wishinganything In my llne^can do nobetter than

be conducted by Supt. Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

by Supt. Fairfield, of
Supt. R.

p.

!

All are

Rev.

Church—

DIAMOND

of

lot

put lu and repaired.

tfroek, Pastor. Services at

S.

history,physiology, and civil government.

The

All

diversity.”Evening, “Christianunity.”

in-

have a

Sleighs of Every Description.

7

county will be held at Grand Haven, commenciug Aug. 3rd, and will continue two

The largest assortmentof

ever displayed in this city.
I also

Hot and Cold Water

the pulpit.

sonable Prices,

are superior, while in

Peru, Ind., whither the remains have been at 7:80. Rev. J. H. Karsten will occupy

The

Goods,

NorthwesternSleigh Company, Opjo and Silver Watches at Rea-

WA1ER PIPES

To-morrow.
West Michigan R'y tickets, which had
First Reformed Church, services at
been stolen from the Shelby office. A 8:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
check for $150, drawn on a broken ,bBnk 3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
was also found. Crail’s friends live in Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
sent.

Phttfaa ui fucr

made by the

putting In

for

Clads and Children.

J.

the cars at Montague last Saturday evening and died

lealer in-

The popular wagon manufacturer

in

desire to thank those friends who
dered a three-column cut or picture of
kindly assisted us during the illness and
Baldbead park, and when procured,will death of our wife and mother, Mrs. J.
advertise that place as a summer resort.
Claus. Kindness rendered during afflic-

We

Walter Cratl, tramp, was run over by

Otto Breyman

by Marlon A. Baker;

“Text books in Unitarian Sunday-schools,”

Saiurday, July

CUTTERS anU SLEIGHS.

National Flag

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.

Black Aah Stave Bolts, 83 Inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 iochet long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long. «
For making contracts or further information apply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

ED.

VBR SCHURE,

Bu/d.

or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ atore.

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
is manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetning “everybody

chews Nimrod. Send

for

samples.
S.
51-ly

W. VENABLE A OO.
V*.

-

to

HOLLAND CITT NEWS.

itiffldent

ft

Bum to purchase the place,
Now, boyi, you take

home

smoking. But

without

I

Rate* of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertliera have the privilege of three fore

cbangee.

y»u begin. Here

business Cards In Cltr Directory, not over three
%i per annum.
Notices of Births,
Marriages,and Deaths pub*
lished without charge for subscribers.
HP All advertising bills collectableaoarterl

lines.

tfw

Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.

is a

serfdom which

to

is

overcome every other bad habit have been

down. Some one
man from the

flung off this and kept

PAPER

habit.

The

p. m.
2 15
8 27 4 33
9 20 5 15
12 00 7 00
9 10
2 35
ft
p.m. p.m.ia.m. p.m p. m.

Board

of

this. This

Education.

Hollaxd. Mich.. July

not give

up and won't

my

”

ft. 1*85.

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND

Woman

This space is reserved tor the
Christian Temperance Union.

Reading of the mlnntes and the rnles suspended.
The committee on teachersto whom was re-

m.

The committeeon teachers were allowed to nse
the means necessary for ascertaining the qualifications of teachers for the high school.

It will ssop the

m

p.m.

a.

"Sweet Land

of

Liberty."

CHOKING

p.m.

BBBMMBHM

^

Zeeland ........
Holland .......

WHEEZING •bn and wheeling of themoet
• of Asthma. The
•< Asthma by

m.la.m.ip.m.

Bi
By Ins. De Roo to place the additionalSuperin- service of the
tendent's report on the table until the next nuttit license and
ing.— Carried.

Devil. What

ia

— .

DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.

Holland .......

a m. p.m.

a.

20 8
11 05 4
11 13 4
11 55 4

+5
6
6
7

30
10
15
50

10

Grand Haven
Ferrvsburg

Muskegon

In a million boro** for a quarter of a century II ka*
rtood the conram*!*' reliable teat,

THE TEST_OF_THE OVER.

m. p.m. p. m.
30 5 35 8 30
30 6 30
40 6 35
20 7 10

9 12
9 17
9 55

m. a. m. p.m a.m. p.tm.
1 2011 55 6 50 8 13
9 35
2 00 12 * 7 25 8 50 10 20
10 25
11 15

no law, and the man
m"8t law is the freest

3
8
3
4

10
10
10
11

at
4!

55
30

•T. LOUIS.

of

The committeeon teachers offeredthe following

Let

report:

us

"PERSONALLIBERTY l"
look a little into this

matter of

Ji^jfc.PRIC£$
SPECIAL

A man

GimniEN:—Yoarcommittee

on Teachers, to personal liberty.
alone upon an
referred the matter of reporting the
island
or
a
continent
is
“monarch
of all
name of a teacher to take the place of Miss A. B.
Heojea, respectfully recommend Miss Johanna
surveys."
others come,
Roost, to fill the place.— Signed by committee.—
Carried.
there is immediately a limitation.As the

be

Said committeefurther re
reported recommending
that the teachers be assigned their rooms as foi>
lows: Room No. 3, Mrs.. 8. J. Higgins; Room No.
a. Miss H. H. Pennell;
1; Room No. 4, Mlsi
Miss J.
Roost; Room No. 2._____
Miss _A. Breyman;
Room No.
iyi ______
. ..
6, Miss A. Clerk; Room No. 7, Miss 8. Ledeboer;
Room No 8, Miss R. Verbeek; Room No. 9, Miss
K. K.VaupelJ; Room No. 10, Miss F. M, Westveer; Room No. 11. Miss C. Vaupell; Room No.
12, Miss A. A. Cunningham;ward school, Miss
Dell 8. Bervie.— Adopted.

.

Same oimmlttee uked further time before reporting on a teacher for the high school.— Granted.

Taking effect Jan.

population increases there is a crowding

OOIH9 WIST.

Ctatrsl

and stomach must be stimulatedand
strengthened.

EXTRACTS Ayer’s
MOST PERFECT MADE

By Int. McBride, to grant committee farther
time to audit the bill of W. W. Noble, and if same
waa found correct,the president pro tern, and the
secretary be authorized to grant aaid claim.— Carried.

W

The followingbills were allowed: J. DeBoer,
draying,81.35; W. H. Rogers, printing, |18.90:
E. J. Harrington, oil and brooms, $3.13; C. V\ aring.renujf Ljrcenmball, $5.00; W. B. Buford, dl-

V

prove. Bright’s
Weak Back, or any urinary complaint quickly cured. They

ing Electric Bitters,will

1885.

CHICAGO.

Pus. Pau. Mix.

•i. tn

a.

ST.

LOU®

Accomplish this restorativework better
than any other medicine.They are

action, as Is the effect of other cathartics.

Withal, they possess special properties,
diuretic, hepatfeand tonic, of the highesi
tedlclnal value and

3XT

Absolutely Cure
BILLY'S

TONSORIAL PARLORS

A Good Clean Shaye

!

A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo.
at

Leading Physicians Concsds

Connections.
Ladies hair cleaned ard dressed in the latest

’IBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
W.

That Aykr's Pills are the best of all
cathartic medicines,and many practitioners, of the highest standing,customarily
proscribethem.

fashion.

S

the bowels — looseness as well as constipation— are beneficiallycontrolled by
Aykr's Pills, and for the stimulation
of digestive organs weakened by longcontinued dyspepsia,one or two of
Ayer's Pills dally, after dinner,will do
more good than anjthing
4

eltto.

any time.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

8

AYER’S PILLS,
!

BAUMGARTBL.

Uoi.ijlnd. Mich.. March 19. lf$5.

PRKPAHXD BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Mass,
[Analytical Chemists.]

A

General PaesengerAgent.

a

a lady, with the re-

When yon visit or leave New York City, save
morning not Baggage,Expressage, and Carnage hire and stop
at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cenonly in the presence of my God, to whom tral Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted op at a cost of one million
I must give an account of what I say to-

first-class

hotel in the

twenty-three there are tens of thousands

You

cheap.

It ia

a mixture of Bur-

An immense
ceived.

dock, lampblack, sawdust, coltsfoot,plantain leaves, fuller's earth, lime, salt, alum,
a little tobacco.

my young

WARD

A CO.,

J W. BOS

Merchant

You

cannot

brother to take auch a

that between your lips, if,

afford,

mess

on the
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CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath
secured by Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
cents. Natal Injector free. For sale by Yates A
Kane.
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FOR BARGAINS

will

was emancipated from the Immediatelyrelieved by 8hiloh’a Care. Far sale'
by Yatea k Kane
filthy habit, and tbe saving amounted to
Fresh, pure Drugs cona'antlv receiving.
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found It amounted
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be told at bottom prices.
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FOR BARGAINS IN GROCBR1S8
and for all goods kept in a

ST.

LOUIS

manufactures tbe
largest quantity of White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its
genuine brands;

General Store!

“Collier Company/'

Company/'
“St Lonil
k O. Co., Bed Seal,"
are always perfectly pure, and
known and naod everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should
insist
i upon having
having the above
genuinebrands.Dealers can buy
c
direct from fhetory, or from jobj
ben in Chicago or elsewhere.

where yon can boy the best goods
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Van Putten & Sons.,
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READY-MADE CLOTHING

working people. Send 10 cents
poeuge and we will mall you /r*f, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
_
_ that will put yon In the way of makYATES & KANE. ing more money in a few dtrs than yon ever
pound intereat. We lived in the city, but
tbouiht possible at onybBilneas. Capitol not reYou can live at home and work in spare
the children, who had learned aomethiog
THAT HACKING COUGH can be eo quickly quired.
fime only, or all the Ume All of both sexes, of
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by
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Care.
We
guarantee
it.
of the enjoyment of country life from their
WILL YOU 8UFFBR with Dyspepsiaand Liver
annual visits to their grandparents, I
Complaint? Shiloh's Vltallter is guaranteed to
longed for a home among the green fields. enre you. For sale by Yatea k
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FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.

GIVE ME A CALL.

am consuming in cigars, and al
Examine our Roods before purchasFob fresh herbs and pure drugs go to
ing elsewhere.
that I would conauma if I kept on in the the Central Drug store.
habit, and I will see what it will come to
J. W. B08MAN,
rot
by compound interest. And be gives tbia Constipation, Loss of Appetite, Dlazinesaand all
Holland, Mlqh., April 28. 1884. 12-ly
tremendous statistic:‘Last July com aymptoma of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 76 cent*
per bottle.
pleted thirty-nine yearn since, by the
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH aid Bronchitis

try for

VAN PUTTEN * CO.
80,
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Spring Opening
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myself one day: I'll just put uide all the ceived. Call and §ee. Yates & Kane.
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Clothing,

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS. ETC.

Hide, and l». will buy you a farm to
FOR LAMB BACK. Side or cheat nse Shlloh’a
make you comfortablein the afternoon of Poms Plaster. Price 25 cents.
of life. A merchant of New York gave
SHILOH'S COUGH and ConsumptionCaro is
this testimony : “In early life I smoked fold by ns on a guarantee. It cares consumption.
For sale at Yatea A Kane.
six cigars a day, at six and a half cents

•’grace of

lar a quantity of Pine and
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GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

have a full stock of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitelhat which you expend and will ekpend if
wash brushes, which they are selling at
have just been received and
you keep the habit all your life, and put low figuresfor cash.

that

Wo also have

stock of stationery iust re-

SLEEPLESS NIGRTB. made
terrible

do not think you can afford it. You take

each; they averaged

SHINGLES!

UuMsm, Mo.

15-ly

Ready-Made

sale by nil Druggists.
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you use cheap tobacco I want to tell you

and
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J^trial Notices.
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it is

Ad drees OR.

men damaging themselves irre-

trievably by tobacco.

why

SELF-CURE

favorite prescription of one of tbs
most noted
ed and
and Bucccsafulspecialist*In the U- 8.

I stand this

dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
day, but I stand in the presence of a great on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
best. Horse car, stages, and elevated railroad to
multitudeof youug men who are forming all depots. Families can live better for less
their habits. Between seventeen and money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other

of young
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RULE

IMPORTANT.

it:

For

FREE!
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$eur ^dvertiwraents.

\

All diseases .proceedingfrom disorder
of the digestive
'e and assimllatoiTorgans.'
The prompt use of Ayrr's Fills to
correct the first Indications of costiveness, averts the serious Illnesses which
neglect of that conditionwould Inevitably
Induce. All Irregularities In the action of

you can get a

m.

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging.At Dun
dee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wabash, St. Louis A Pacific.Al Tecumseh. w ith Lake
purify the blood, regulate the bowels, and
Shore A Mich. Soul hern At Jerome, with L. 8.
By ins. De Roo, that the president pro tem. act directly on ihe diseased parts. Every A M.
At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
ei^n an orders snd mlnates until the next metnii.g.
Homer with L. 8. A M . 8. (Lansing Division) and
bottle guaranteed. For sale at fifty cents Air Line Division of tbe Mich. Ceatra). At Marsha!, with M. C. R. R. At Battle Creek, with ChiAdjoarned.
a bottle by H. Walsh.
cago A Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At MonC. J. DE ROO, Stc.
tleth with G. R. A j. At Allegan, with Chicago
West Mich. .and L. 8. A M. 8
“There is nothing like Dr. Thom ns’ EcTrains II dally ex:cpt Snnday.
What Tobacco May Contain.
B. McHUGH,
lectrlc Oil to quickly cure a cold or te-

sermon by lieve hoarseness." Written by M. J. Fel
Wit Talmadge, D. D., was ows, Burr Oak, St. Joseph Co , Mich.

Pills

PRICE BAKING POWDER CD.,

001X9 1A8T.

.

Train

Disease, Diabets,

Fn

.

We

By Ins. McBride, thst the secretary notify the
teachers who are not holding 2nd grade certtflcstc*. nnuxplreu. from this board, to report at the
Union School building on Batnrdaynext, preceeding the first Monday of September next, for examination.—Carried.

—

a. m. p. m.
L Toledo A 11 10 5 lu
. Dundee.. 10 10
4 16
..Britton .. 9 4ft 3 52
942 3 47
9 32
3 37
...Tipton... 9 17 8 22
...Onstcd.. 905 3 08
..Addison.. 8 43 2 45
2 28
.. Jerome.. 8 20
..Moscow.. 8 20 2 21
..Hanover.. 809 2 10
..Pulaski,
7 59 1 59 p. tn
7 87
.t. Homer ..
1 38 8 00
..Marshall
7 11
1 12 7 33
...Cereaco.. 6 59
7 21
1 0)
.BattleCr’k 6 40 12 42 7 03
12 22 6 43
..Augusta..
..Yorkville
12 15 ft 35
ft 29
..Richland
•2 09
5 55
.Montleth.
11 30
...Fisk..
11 27 5 47
5 37
..Kellogg
11 21
11 10 5 25
A Allegen I

p. m.

10 10
5 45
this circle of freedom. There are thou- 11 02
6 40
11 24
7 04
sands of laws that draw a circle about our 11 29
7 09
7 16
personal liberty, born as we are in a civil 11 89
11 55
7
compact. This is the kind of liberty we 12 08
7 45
12 30
8 09
enjoy to-day under the laws of state and
12 48
8 2.3
12
55
8 32
•ociety.
1 06
8 42
(7b he Continued.)
1 17 a. m. 8
1 33
«20 9 15
2 03 6 47 9 44
An Aniwer Wanted.
2 17 6 59 9 57
2 86 7 17 10 15
Can anyone bring us a case of Kidney 2 56 737
3 04 7 45
or Liver complaint that ElectricBitters
3 10 7 52
will not speedily cure?
say they can 3 45 8 24
8 53 8 S3
not, as thousandsof cases already perman- i 59 8 39
4 10 b 50
ently cured and who are daily recommend
p. ra. p. m.

M

accounts then

reported.

Tim*

TOWNS

Paes. Mix’d Pass.

together and a still greater narrowing of a. m.

18,

ijl

medicine Is the first necessity for core.
Then the cathartic effect must be maintained, in a mild degree, iust sufiloient
)! costivenesi,
to •prevent a recurrence of
and at the same time the liver,. kidneys

Purest and strongest
rongeet Natural Fruit Flavors.
Vanilla, Lemon,. Orange, Almond. Rose, etc.,
ely and naturally as
aat‘
*
flavor as delicately
the fruit.

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

But when

BiliousiFeve
Fever, Jaunt
an dice. Dyspepsia,
Kidney Diseases, Piles,
Ilea, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Dropsy,
p, and various Skin
Disorders, are among the symptoms
and maladies caused by derangement of
the stomach and bowels.

A Thorough Purgative

fimm

J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Para. Agt.
G. CHURCHILL, Station Agent.

whom was

-

Nausea, Foul Breath, Sour

1

15
80
40
15

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
a. m
p.m.

F.

life.

Stomach. Dizziness.
teas. Headaches,

Canada.

prove^.

moot distressing of minor human allmenti,1
and a host of diseases, speedilyresultant
from them, mutually aggravate each other
and assail at once the whole machinery

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.
CHICAGO.

to Life

Are Indigestion and Constipation.
Their primary symptoms are among the

For Light, Healthy Bread. Tbe Beat Dry
Yeaat la the World.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
p,m
*. m

liberty?Is

Twin Foes

Demi

Dr. Prlsi'i Lupulln Yeast

p.

2 10 12 33 7 90 9 00
3 05. 1 20 8 If 10 00
'p.m.

CO.,

Dr. Price’s Special FlaroiliiiEitiits,
n**tr*afwt,a*tfMMtae eel B*tar.iae*er kaewB,ae4

Allegan ......
9 lb 4 80 11 1‘
Holland, Mich., July 14, 1885.
man.
Hamilton....
9 42 502 12 1<
adjoarned meeting, at which the following
9 50 5 10 12 30
Men to-day defend and excuse (be liquor Fillmore ......
members were present: Beach, De Roo, Kremers,
Holland .....
10 15 5 85 I 00
and Me Bride.
traffic on the ground of “personal liberty."
+ Dally, tt Dally except Saturday. All other
By Ins. De Roo, Ins. Beach was elected chairThis ia the Gibraltar of the Liquor Associ- trains daily except Sunday.
man pro tern.
Tickets to ell points in the United States and
Minutes of Jane 8th and July 6th read and ap- ation in our country.

* * * Now

- art proofs thst
Kdectrk Oil has

—

year it will not be useful.

tbe

PRICE BAKING POWDER

An

quest that we publish

-

In tbe above cases Dr. Thomas' IclsctricOil can
be relied upon. It baa given relief to thouiaods.
Keep it b your house. There b hardly • week of

35

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

lawlessness?Must conduct

By Ins. McBride to refer ail bills to the commiton claims snd accounts to report on the same
at the next meeting—Carried.
On Motion of Ins. McBride adjoarneduntil July erty where there is
l?th,at7:30p.m.
who recognizesthe

handed us recently by

—

no equal as on Asthma curt.

ns RKALTHri’UKM MAI NEVKR BSU QCHTIOSTO.

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

Holland....
be'witbout order and law to constitute Fillmore . .
Hamilton .
freedom ? On the contrary there is no lib- Allegan .,

tee

SSU

10 15 1 40 II

.

By Inspector Beach, that the matter of assign- word has more than once been robbed of
ing the teachers to their respective rooms bo reFerry sburg. ..
its true meaning and grand significance.
ferred to the committee on teachers.— Carried.
Grand Haven
By Ins. De Roo, ihe superintendent’s report for More than once it has been uncrowned Holland .......
year ending June 36, was accepted and placed on
and bound down to do menial work in the

De

odoute after tbe

fnl dost the h*xde*t attach
°f CfOUp WlO hS rtli*V*d.
Ilcoty to relieve the oppres

m. p.m.|p.m.lp.m.
9 15 1 OOUO 40, 4 15
10 03
11 23 5 10

Grand Rapids.

BY REV. CLARK D. DAVIS.
By Ins. Harrington, that H. Toren ba appointed
as Janitor of the Union School for the eniuing
There is do word more universally used
year.— Carried by the lollowlngvote: Yeas, Har
rington, Ranters,Kremers, Steffens. Naya, Deand
more universally abused and misunRoo, Beach. McBride.
By Ins. Beach, that the communications of derstood than lhat word “Liberty.”
teachers regarding the acceptingor declining of
Madame Roland, when on her way to extheir appointmentsbe accepted, and that the matter of securing a teacher in the place of Anna B
ecution cried, “Oh! Liberty, what crimes
Heniesbe referred to committee on teachers.—
have been committed in thy name.” The
rrled.

Rev. T.

?&'&?&&&

Caour. One

RAPIDS.

a.

Janitor.—Carried.

The following extract from

piia as sooa as

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

read the applications for

The committee on claims and

b

Aboadaaceto out a score
of colds and the coughing
that often leads the vayto
Consumption. It wax son*
imtLV ease a Cough b ij

7 25
10 15
1
3 Oli
5 20

3 30 880 t4 45 10 15' 5 35
3 40
4 56 10 25 ! 5 45
4 25 B 15 5 45 il 151 6 80

Holland ..........
Zeeland .........
Grand Rapid*... ,

<£. ft. Union.

gottl?

to stop

SMARTING

Mail. Exp Exp.]Rxp.|Exp.
p.

ferred the balance of applications for teaching, reported progress and requesteda week’s further
time.— Granted.

00

m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

Chicago ............ 900 8 80 9 30
New Butla'o ........ 11 S5 540 12 10
Benton Harbor ....... 12 42 628 1 45
Bangor ...............207 7 15 2 55
Grand Junction ...... 2 30 7 29 3 17
Holland .............8 30 830 1 40
p m. p.m. a.m.

members ail

The board met In regular session,
present.

to

can

give up, though it take seven years oil
life.’

By Ins. Barrington,

I

5

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a.

[omcuL.]

a'

a.m

a.ra. p.m. ptm.
25 1 40 11 35
87 2 30 12 37
55 2 44 12 5k
1
30 8 38 t 45
Benton Harbor ......
New Buffalo.... ...... 2 50 4 30 2 45
Chicago ............. 7 10 7 10 6 00

reply was: ‘Ask me to do

anything under the canopy of heaven but

in

Ni’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix. Mix'd

TOWNS.

seeking to persuade a

is

ti?®!*®

Plac* a can top down on a hot stoTs until hoatsd.thM
rvmov* the oovsr and small. A cbeinl4 will uot M r»
quir*d to d«tecttbs prustnoo ot ammonia.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

Holland .............10
almost impossible Grand
Junction ...... 11
11
break. Gigantic intellectsthat could Bangor ...............

U

W^at

GOBraVAJCZV JtBCBCOMTXflL.
THI nail

Chicago and Wait Michigan Bailway.

am speak-

the idiom I will say, stop be-

has a shackle that

POTHER TO-DAT!

Brand* adrartlwd as absolutely pur*

Terms of Subscription.
ing of higher values to-day. Better de$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if
stroy a whole city of stores than destroy
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
one man. Oh; my young friends, if you
paid at six months.
will excuse

BATO

TEST TOUR

your choice, smoking without a home or a

W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

THIS

foafe.

fail

and it is mlnel’

'.^5

5
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ON THE BOAD.

»

Blip, slap I
Clappity clapl
Groat goodness I What ia this rattletrap}
Boer, rip!
Hit him a dip!
"Tis the livery horse at the Boston dip I

Tear

!

Ding, dang!
Give him a bang!
0, dear ! What a horrible whang!

Smack, whack!
My! What a hack!
Treat his heart and smash his back!
lam I
Darn, d
1 ,
' Take a club and give him a jam I
Lash, slash!
Gosh, what a dash!
*0, dear! That driver is awfully rash!
Lor’,

-

Whoa, whoa!
Gracious ! Go slow!
The railroad!Well all be crushed to dough!
Crash, smash ! .
One binding flash,
And driver and horses are ground to hash !

—Exchange.
A RAINY DAY.
*0n a day like this, when the streetsare wot,
When the skies are gray and therein is falling
How can you hinder an old regret
For a joy long dead, and a hope long set,
From rising out of its grave and calling?
Calling to you with a voice so shrill,
That it scares the reason and stuns the will.

;

On a day like this, when the sun is hid,
And you and your heart are housed together;
If memories oame to you all unbid,
And somethingsuddenlywets your lid,
Like a gust of the outdoor weather,
Why. who is in fault but the dim old day,
'Too dark for labor,too dull for play?

Tn

like this, that is blurred and gray.
the rain drips down in a ceaseless fashion;
If a dream that vou banished and put away,
'‘Comes back to stare in your face and say
Mute eloquent words of passion—
If the whole vast universe seem amiss—
‘ Why, -who can help it— a day like this?
a

day

When

—Ella Wheeler Wwox.

The King
A

of the Plains.

Glimpse of the Texas Cowboy— His
Life on the Drire, in the Camp, and at

Round Up.
“Do I know the cowboya? Young
.'man, I think I do. When yon hare
worked with them, camped with them,
lived with them, and been among them
forty years on the drive, on the plains,
and on and off duty, yon might say yon
know them.”
The speaker was a Texas cattleman,
And he was asked to describe the cowth^

boy.
“The Texas cowboy,” he continued,
"“is the most thoroughly misunderstood
man outside of the localities whore he
ns known, on the face of the earth. I
know him in all his alleged terrors, and
as a class there are no nobler-hearted
honorable men in the world. Brave to
rashness and generous to a fault, if yon

ahould be thrown among them yon
would find them ever ready to share
their last ernst with yon, or lie down at
'Bight with yon on the same blanket.
“Why, young man, see here,” and the
Texas man twitched his chair around
until he could put his feet upon a window-silL “Say that I have 10,000 cattle which I am about to send overland
from Texas into Montana to fatten for
the market Those cattle will be on
'the drive from the 1st of April until the
middle of September.They are divided
into three herds, with

a dozen or

six-

teen men with each herd. I entrust
these cattle in the hands of a gang of

cowboys. For six months I know

and if they did, could not stop for the
surging sea of maddened animals in the
reM. A rooky gorge or deep cut canyon may oanse the loss of half their
number. Those in the rear cannot see
the danger and the leaders cannot stop
for those behind, and are poshed on
to their death. A precipice may lie in
their way, over which they plunge to
destruction. It matters not to the cowboy. If the stampede is made the captain of the drove and his men ride until
they head it, and then endeavor to turn
the animals in a circle once more.
A hole in the ground, which catches
a horse’s foot, a stumble, and the hoofs
of 3,000 cattle have trampled the sem-

blance of humanity from him. He
knows this. A gulch or gorge lies in
then path. There is no escaping it
TbjAe is no turning to the right or the
leff'and in an instant horse and rider
are at the bottom, buried under 1,000
cattle. But what of it? It is only a

have finished and been paid off. Then
they are just like any other body of
men, they go in for some fnn, and on
their iMk ride yelling through the
streets of some little town, shoot a few
street lamps out, and get into a saloon
row. It is no more than a band of college boys at Harvard, or Cornell, or
Princeton might do, and frequently do,
but some imaginative correspondent
immediately sends it to some Eastern
paper, where it comes out headed,

“Another Cowboy Outrage,” and giving a wholly fiiotitiousaccount of the
battle between the outlaws and the
citizens. Now, I know hundreds of
cowboys who never carry a revolver,
and if yon should go among them today your life and your pocketbook
would be as safe as it is in the city.
They have strict ideas of honor, and
they stand upon their honor. Yon
won’t find any of them who would be
safe to impose upon, nor will you find
any of them who will attempt to im-

Gutter-Child Life.

“Them two isn't anything to do with
me. No, thanky j I’ve got qnite

men.
“These wild cattle away from home
Me as variableas the wind, and when

the

frightenedare as irresistibleas an ava-

lanche. The

them.

slightest thing

stampedes

For instance, we have ronnded
np the drive and the cattle are lying
down. I am one of the men detailed
to ride aronnd them. Finding them all
quiet, I get oft my horse to light my
pipe. Relieved of my burden the horse
rests himself by a shako. The whole
drove are on their feet in an instant,
listening to discoverfrom what quarter
the noise came. No one can foresee
which way they will make the break
and only the utmost self-possession and
good judgment on the part of the men
on duty will prevent a general stampede. That is the class of men cowboys are made of, and I never knew of
many instanceswhere they failed to do
their duty.”
The enthusiastic Texan had now
warmed np to his subject, and when
asked "where are the cowboys xecruited
from?” replied:

room

in tears,

good Sam-

“What do you mean when yon say by a well-dowered widow in “the roMhave to look after them?” I ing forties,” from whom he fails to
asked “You are expected to see that escape, and finally settles down to
they don’t get into mischief, I sup- peace with honor” and a comfortable
income.— London Standard.
pose?”
that you

“Something more’n that,” he replied,
with a sober wag of his red head. “I’ve
got to find grub for ’em. There’s another oie of ’em — my young brother
Bill. He's a sitting by the fire in the
landlady's kitchen,’cos he can’t walk.”
“What is the matter with Bill, then?
Is he a cripple?”
The old look gave place to a grin
again as he replied, “You wouldn’t say
so if yon was to see him chucking
hand-springs and sommersaults a-side
of the ’buses. It was the wheel of a
cab what went over his toes and lamed
him.”
“But where are your father and
•

parlor, the lady left the

ever-varyingprocession of

after withont,” aritans, till at last he really forgets
said the 10-year-old mass of rags I was how it all began, who jilted him, and
interviewing. And as he glanced to- whom he jilted. He has the proud satWMds his sister (who was now comfort- isfaction of feeling that he has amply
ing the baby in the midst of a fit of avenged his wrongs by the number of
coughing) his young face grew grave blighted beings whom he has “winged”
and anxions as that of a middle-aged in his tnrn, continueshis triumphal
progress until it is brought to a close
father of a family.

enough of ’em to look

cowboy, and they come cheap. But
history records no instance of more un- pose on you. They are off duty a lot
questioningperformanceof duty in the of big-hearted,rough boys, but they
presence of danger than these men un- are not outlaws or outcasts. They are
dergo on every drive. Should the not the class of men who rob trains, or
stampede be stopped there is no rest hold np people crossing the plains,
for the drivers that night, but the ut- and I believe that, taken for all in all,
most vigilance is required to prevent a the American cowboy will compare
recurrence of the break from the fright- favorably in morals and manliness mother?”
ened cattle. This may happen hun- with any similar number ;of citizens
“Father’s down at the docks, or
dreds of times on a single drive.
taken as a cltas." —PittsburgDis- somewhere, I suppose, looking after a
“I remember one instance, which, patch.
job. Mother, she works over on Toofrom the friendshipin which I held the
ley street, at the tater sack making.
Marla Ward and John Randolph.
victim, has made a lasting impression
They goes ont first thing in the mornon me. Two brothers were together on
One of the saddest and most roman- ing and come home last thing at night.
the drive. Both men had been educated tic love affairs in the social annals of
That’s all we see of ’em.”
in an Eastern college, but for some Virginia was that of Maria Ward and
“But wouldn’t it be better to stay
reason had drifted to the cattle plains John Randolph, of Roanoke. Begin- indoors this bad weather?”
of Texas and had become cow-boya ning in his early boyhood, it became
“Can’t; they lock the door of onr
The elder was the Captain of the drive. the one enthrallingpassion of his man- room, fear we might fall ont o’ winder,
Sitting about the camp-fire one night hood, fillinghis whole being, until, as
or set the place on fire, or something.”
the yonnger was very down-hearted he himself said, “he loved her better
“And you, being the eldest,” I reabout something and finally said: than his own soul or Him that created marked, “are, I suppose, trusted with
'Charlie, let’s throw up this drive. I it.” There is a picture of John Ranthe money to buy food for your brother
don’t want to go. I feel that one or dolph in the room of the Virginia His- and sister all day long?”
the other of ns will never go back. I torical Society, taken at the time when
He grinned again, and then laughed
am ashamed of this, but I cannot shake he was the accepted lover of Maria outright, the joke tickled him so.
it off/ His brother was impressed by Ward. It representsa singnlMly hand“Ketch ’em leaving any money along
his seriousness, but could only say: some youth of 25, his eyes dark and
o’ me,” he presently made answer.
'George,here mo 3,000 cattle in my full of intellect,his month beautifully “The way of it is this, mister. We has
charge. I could not leave them if I formed, and over his proud and lofty some bread and coffee before mother
knew that I would be killed to-morrow/ forehead fell a profusion of dark hair. goes ont in the morning, and all we
'A stampede!' cried one of the men. In The breaking off of the affair is wrapped gets ’twixt then and 8 or 9 o’clock at
an instant they were all at their ani- in mystery; all we know is that one night is what I pick up. When mother
mals, saddles were adjusted and away sammer morning he rode np to the
comes home, we have some of what she
they went. The Captain gained the house, and after a long interview in the brings home for supper, and that’s the
head of the drive and had succeeded in
turning them a little when his horse
stumbled. In another instant horse
and rider could hardly have been distinguished from one another. Bo yon
see there is some reoponsibility upon

many flirtations,and Edwin
consoles himself, and is consoled,by an
dfl4m for

lot”

How Attar of Roses is Hade.
The attar of roses of commerce is
produced on a large scale in the Turkish province of Rnmelia, and principally on the warm southern slopes of
the Balkans. The same article is also
made in Tunis, India, Persia, and the
south of France, but the quantity produced is small and the price so high
that very little is exported. The Rumelian attar is made from the Rosa
damascina by distillation.The color
of this rose is generally red, thongh
sometimes white, and blooms in May
and June. The flowers are fon trees
that overage abont six feet high, whioh
are not only planted in rows, but are
tended zealously from Autum till midsummer. The flowers when in full

bloom are plucked before sunrise,
sometimes with, sometimes withont,
the calyx, but only in such quantities
as can be distilled on the day that they
are
e plucked.

The still is a plain tinned apparatus,
from which a long, curved tube is directed through a tub of water and into
a large bottle. The still stands on a
stone hearth and usually in the shade
of trees near a running stream. The
fireingis done by wood. The still
holds from twenty-fiveto fifty pounds
of roses, which are covered with twice
that quantity of water and beUed half
an hour. The distilled liquid that
passes over into the bottle is allowed
to stand, when the attar rises on the
surface and is skimmed off, the water
ultimatelybeing sold as rose water at
Constantinople. The attar is keptiu
copper cans and the rose water in bottles.

A rose tree is at its best at its fourth
year, an acre of 4-year- old trees producing from one to two tons of flowers,

while he rushed from the house,
“But your father, don’t he bring
mounted his horse, and rode furiously home any money?”
pud 7,000 pounds of flowers producing
away. He never saw her again ; but
A resentful scowl distorted the boy’s one pound of attar. Much depends on
one day he approached a house where mobile face as he replied
the spring weather, as rains and frosts
she was staying while she was singing
ill affect the bloom.
“A rare lot he brings home. More
in the parlor. Fascinated by the sound like he’d take away what I get if he’d
In very sunny seasons 2,500 poundi
of her voice he [lingered on the porch,
have
given a pound of attar. Every
the chance. He’d do it more, only
and sent in from time to time a request mother rounds on him about it and peasant distillshis own roses, and the
for her to sing one after another sticks np for us. A stunning mother average Rumelian crop is abont 4,000
the tender little ballads which she is too,” continued the grateful pounds of the pure yellow attar, nothwere associatedwith their loves. Maria young street Arab admiringly. “No mg being said of ' the article adulterWard sang, unconcious of her lover’s matter how he punches her or ‘pastes’ ated by oil of geranium, which contains
Correspondpresence,while he rushed frantically her, she won’t give in about that but 10 per cent,
up and down the porch in an agony of ‘What he’— that's me, yon know— ‘ever ence of Chicago Journal.
grief, waving his arms, and crying in picks np,’ ses she, ‘let him divide it
A Chinese Luncheon.
the angnish of his heart : “Macbeth among ’em, and if you take it away from
hath murdered sleep; Macbeth shall ’em, you'll have to settle with me for it
We adjourned to the apartments of
sleep no more!”
the yonnger ladies, and had luncheon
when I come home.’ ”
Maria Ward married Peyton Ran“But what ia it yon do pick np, and of confections, fruit, pastry, salad, and
dolph, son of Edmund Randolph, who where?”
tea. Only the old Tai Tai (or lady) ate
was Govenor of Virginia,the first At“Oh, any thing— any where ; I ain’t with me. The young wives and daughtorney-General of the United States,
ters ate afterward. The divan on which
pertickler,”replied the grubby-faced
and Secretary of State under Washyoung Briton, on the instant becoming we sat, and on which was placed a small
ington. This lady was distinguished
dining table, was covered with a maglightheartedagain. “But I can’t get
:

of

absolutelynothing of my stock I trust
their honesty to the extent of many
for the exquisite grace and fascination
nificent wadded quilt. The centre
about and do anything while it’s rainthousands of dollars without a contract,
of her manners and her bright wit.
piece was yellow silk, vith crimson
ing. Sometimes I works the omnibuses,
Her portrait representsa lovely girl of
without a bond, with no earthly hold
brocade pattern, richly mixed with
like I was doing when the cab wheel
upon them, legally or morally, beyond
sixteen, with wondrous blue eyes, exgold ____ The opposite divan was covwent over young Bill’s toes, and somethe fact that I am paying them $35 or
quisitely delicate complexion, a profusered with a quilt of greatei beauty
times I play on the tin whistle, or I go
$40 a month to protect my interests.
ion of sunny brown curls, and in the
hunting for bones and rags, or p’raps I white satin embroidered in pink and
And these are the men pictured in the
quaint costume of the last century.
gold and green
While at luncheon
takes my bag and goes down to the
Maria Ward died in 182G, aged 42
cast as outcasts of civilization. I trust
the whole household of women came in
river and picks up enough coals to sell
absolutelyto their judgment in getting
“From all parts of the world. Some years. All contemporary accounts
and partook of melon seeds and sweetfor tuppence or thrupence. It’s no use
these cattle through a wild and un- from the plains, where their toys in unite in describingher as possessing a
meats.
Some of thq nieces of the bid
bein’ pertickler, don’t you know, when
broken country without loss or injury. infancy mo the miniature lariat and a singular facination of manners, a
Tai Tai came in with the children.
there’s two or three of ’em looking to’I trust as absolutely to their bravery shotgun. Borne from Mexico, with charming sweetness and amiabilityof
There were many very fine-looking words yon for a bit of wittles.”
-and endurance in the face of danger.” many of their half-Indiancharacteris- disposition, an enchanting gayety and
men among them ____ Jnst at sunset
And there was a look in bis eyes as
"Danger?”
tics, and many from the East I know a esprit, and a peculiar, irresistible,perdinner was served. None bnt the old
he spoke that any man wonld have been
“Danger! Yea, indeed. A man to dozen college graduates who are cow- sonal lovliness. At the time of her
Tai Tai and I dined, although thera
gratified to see in the eyes of a little
be a cowboy must be a brave man. For boys, and have become so infatuated death she was still as fresh as the sumwas ample provision for the thirty or
son of his own. It was a strange story.
instance, we are on a drive. These with the life that I suppose they will mer rose, as captivating in mind and
forty women and girls who sat Mound
The poor hard-working drudge, the
alab-sided, long-horned Texas cattle never leave it until the final grand manners as when she enthralled the
mother, able with her toiling from abont the room talking and amusing
we as wild as deer naturally, and being round-up.
passionateheart of John Randolph, of
morning till night to buy only half a the little ones .... Toe viands were
in an unknown country are as nervous
“Theie is another interesting period Roanoke.— E. L. Didier, in Harper's
deliciously cooked, and as course after
loaf in place ot a whole one for her unas timid sheep. The slightest noise in the life of the cowboy, and that is Magazine.
course was sent in I became qnite belucky progeny; the dissolute, lazy
may startle them into a stampede. We the spring round-up. In the fall the
wildered
The decorationson the
father, who rather than work would
Robert Collyer’s Boy.
have been on the drive all dav and cattle stray away, and in working away
various dishes were highly artistic.
rob his child of its vagabond gleanings;
night is coming on. It is cold and from the storms they sometimes get
In a lecture entitled“From Anvil to
When 4mner was ended two beautiful!
the ragged, sturdy, ready-witted,ragaraining. We have reached the point away 100 miles or so. Each cattle- Pulpit” Rev. Robert Collyer says : “My
lacquered basins were brought in wit!I
muffin, aged ten, who stood before me,
where we intended to round up for the owner has his own particular brand on father had $4.50 a week to keep his
hot water and a small napkin, which
and who, according to his own account,
• night. The men
commence to ride his cattle. Well, the ranchmen in some family on, and we got on with surpristhe lady wrung out and handed to me.
Acted the part of father and mother as
Monnd the drove, singing, shouting, natural division of the country will or- ing regularity. I was the eldest of the well to his yonnger brothersand sisters —Old Highways in China— Isabelle
and whistling, to encourage the animals ganize a grand round-up in the spring. familyof children, and was always glad of
Williamson.
day after day.— James Greenwood, in
by the sounds they are familiar with, The cowboys will drive the cattle all in that At that time provisionswere not
"Outcast London."
Plant Origins.
and to drown any noise of an unusual together in one big drove. Then the nearly so cheap as now; there were no
- character which might provoke a stam- captain of the round-up will direct the cheap schools, and the schbols then
The laborions investigations of De
Behavior of a Rejected Lover.
pede. Bound and round the cattle owner of ranch A to 'entont his cattle. were not very common, and such as
Candolle into the difficult question of
they ride until the whole drove is trav- One of A’s most experienced men will they were yon had to pay for them.
The sitnation of a man who has been the orgiu of cultivated plants have cov• aling in a circle. Slowly the cowboys
then ride into the drive until he sights Yet that good mother made that income “winged” is much better than that of a ered 247 species, of which 193 mo
• close in on "them, still shouting and
an animal with his brand on. Deftly stand good enough for all. We lived girl under the same circumstances. At known to be wild at the present day,
• singing,until finally the cattle become
he will drive the animal to the outer on oat meal and milk in plenty, with first he takes it very hard. He rails twenty-sevenare closed as doubtful
• quiet, and after a time lie down and
edge of the herd, and then with a qnick just a bit of meat when we conld get against marriage, sneers at woman in and twenty-seven others are not found
' commence chewing their ends with apdash runs the beast out away from the hold of it; a mug of tea and white general, and becomes for the time be- wild at all. There is every reason for
. parent contentment. Still the vigi- drove, and it is taken in charge by bread on Sundays, brown bread the ing a second Diogenes. Ere many believingthat at least seven of these
lance of the men cannot be relax ed. others of A's ranchmen, while the cat- rest of the time. My mother would months have elapsed he emerges last— or nearly 3 per cent, of the entire
At least half of them must continue ter goes back after another. After make soup on Sundays, and would ^ay from his tub and his sulky fit. number— are absolutely extinct “That
riding about the resting herd all night. some fifteen or twenty minutes, A’s cut- to ns boys, ‘Now, boys, ho who drinks
begins to realize that something like 3 per cent of the species
A stampede of cattle is a terrible thing ter will be taken off and B's given a the most soup shall have the most he is “interesting.”A halo of ro- of phenogamous plants,” says a review.to the cowboys, and may be brought on chance. This will be continued until meat.’ We would drink as much as we mance encircles him; others may bear er of De Candolle’swork, “have become
by the most trivial oanse. The slight- each ranch has its cattle ont out If could carry; then she would say, ‘Well, away the palm in literature,soience, or extinct dnring the historical epoch, and
' 6st noise of an nnnsnal nature, the
any cattle are found without a brand yon can’t eat anymore; we will save art, but there are some kind souls by this ‘not in small islands but on vast
barking of a coyote, the snap of a pis- they are killed for the use of the men the meat until to-morrow/ With such whom the dejected hero is at once continentswithout any modificationsof
'tol, the cracklingof a twig will bring on the ronnd-np. This 'cutting' is a a training as this it is no wonder that I placed on a pedestal, owing to the mere climate,’ is perhaps the most important
• some wild-eyed steer to his feet in terwork requiring great skill and experi- hardly know what you mean ty indi- fact oi his having been badly treated general result reached by this investi’iror. Another instant and the. whole ence and frequently requires the use of gestion,— UmcinnafiC'cnimercifll.
by one of their own sex. “Poor Edwin ! gation.”
-drove are panting and bellowing in the the lariat Often cattle with a strange
so clever, so amusing, and brokenErrors Corrected.
Spontanequs Combustion.
•wildest fear. They are ready to follow brand is found. If any one recognizes
hearted!” says Angelina to herself.
the lead of any animal that makes
Rheem,
of
the Smithsonian Institute,
It
is
claimed
that
spontaneous
combusShu
at
once
sets
to
work
to
repair
the
the brand, a ranchman living neMest
break. Then the coolness and self- the owner takes charge of it and noti- tion of the human body has taken place damage done hv the unappreciative has contradictedmnoh of the populM
possession of the cowboys Me called fies the owner. If no one recognizes in more than one instance, and OhMles rival. It is her pleasing task to guide belief concerningsnakes. The venointo play. They still continue their the brand the captain of the rotmd-n
Dickens is not the only novelist who the wounded spirit through the succeS1 mous hoop snake, whioh takes its tail in
wild gallop around the frightened advertises it, and if no owner is fount has introduced it into a story. It has sive stages of pique, cynicism, desire its mouth and rolls along like a hoop,
drove, endeavoringto reassure them 'it is sold at auction for the benefit of also been referred to in medical works. for sympathy, and platonic friendship; and the blow snake, the breath of which
: and get them quiet once more. May
Levonx’s “Journal de Medicin” gives until Edwin is gently but firmly led to is deadly, exist only in the imagination.
the Cattlemen's Association.
^be they will succeed after an hour or
“These things will go to show the an account of a fat woman 28 years of tlie alter before he well knows whore The idea that serpents sting with the
'two, and the animals will again be at responsibility resting upon these men. age, who was found on tire in her cham- he is. Sometimes, however, the young tongue is erroneous. An impression
’.rest. Bat the chances are that they They have to be men of integrity and ber, where nothing else was burning. man is too wide-awake for this, and prevails that the number of poisonous
-cannot be quieted so easily. A break reliability,and their labors mo such The neighbors heard a noise something while making a very good thing ont of snakes is great, bnt in North America
is made in some direction. Here comes that you can readily see they cannot like frying, and when the body was re- his broken heart, he prefers confiding there are but three Species— the ratthe heroism of the cowboy. Those cat- be Very dissipated. I will tell yon how moved it left a layer of black grease. his sorrows to more than one Angelina, tlesnake, tho copperhead or moccasin,
tle are wild and unreasonable in their they get the reputation for reckless- The doctor conceivedthat the combus- deftly “sheering off” when pity is be- and the coral. Snakes do not jump;
flight as a pair of runaway horses. ness. We will suppose these men have tion began in the internal parts, and coming inconvenientlylike love. Thus
know no danger but from behind, been on n drive »
w<
'-Tlief*
ies were
burned secondarily. one disappointment may prove a foun
for six months and the clothes
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“

Bishop Huntington

_____

skates !”

Mrs. Dewsnap laid the paper on her
a woman suddenly overpow-

ered. She was shocked. She removed her spectacles,rubbed them, Bow

?

confidence in

a Bishop on

—

roller-

skates

“What’s that, John

.

Andrew? You

think the world is growing wiser! Your
faith in Bishop Huntington ain’t shaken

.

. .

by a paragraph
in a newspaper!
~
- spaper! Very
well— but when your Bishop gets on
roller-skates— I can’t express myself.
If the Bishop can go on roller-skates,

so can the

doctors,

and the

curates,

*

Ererj

*

see for

served.

yourself.

ful discrimination ;

a man not

easily

misled, and one that may be trusted to
say the proper thing at all times is
Bishop Huntington, and any one who
would attribute any nonsense or shortcomings to the Bishop doesn’t know
him. There— lay the paper on the
table — I’ll read it at my leisure, John
Andrew.”— CVu'cago Ledger.
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Not all medicinalpreparationscalled tonics
such. A mere stimulantof appetite, which

are

gives a simple “ fillip to Nature ’’—which re-

transcendsIn purity the ordinary twmedlcated
stimulants of commerce, the cheap local bitters,
and eye-oi>ener8 vended as tonics, but where
they are powerlessto do more than impart a
temporary stimulusto appetite, the Bitters restores digestion, remedies biliousness and Insures regularity In the habit of body. It is,
therefore, a tonic in the true sense of the word,
for does It not renew harmony of tone in the
most Importantfunctions of the body, where all
before was discordant, feeble, and Inharmonious? Besides this, its Invigoratingand regulating effects constituteit the best po
safeguard
against
It con--O
— ~ - malarial diseases.AW
WMquern rheumatism,kidney complaints,and
nervousness.

MOTH'S

A

moves no obstacle to her processesin the
human system, is in no true sense a tonic.
Hostetter'sStomach Bitters not only far

MAM

JOT

a Wife's Gratitude to

Him

who has Afforded her
the Means of once
more Enjoying Life.
The followingpleasant letterwas recently received by Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondont, N.
Y., and signed “Old Schenectady”:

BITTERS,

Cemented with Blood.

If

——————

—

MALT

my

r

«

•

•

l

I
hurried right •away. I said to _
him
A/%T «
“Noble warrior of the knock-kneed Utes,
take my mine, you can have it, it’s already salted; it will keep through the
hot weather all right. Help yourselfto
anything you can find ; take my grub,
take my whisky; drink yourself into a
premature grave at my expense, fire up
with my nitro-glycerineand drop on
yourself. ” And then I got out.
.

NEW ENGLAND

:

_

dy, Rondout, N. Y.,aud state your case, or ask
your druggist for “FavoriteRemedy,’’ for sale

Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery, the
most efficacious medicine yet dlscovoicdfor
arrestingthe early development of pulmonary disease. But “consumption cure’’ would
not sufficiently Indicatetho scope of Its influenceand usefulness. In all tho many diseases which spring from a derangementof
the liver and blood, tho* ‘Discovery’’ is a safe
and sure spociflc.Of all druggista.

iliCAMSH

CREAM

:t
•?4

Cleanses the Head.
Allays Inflammation.

BULLETIN

stores the Senses of

|

BOARD

HamiltoB’sPot. Display Cliart.

|

Taste, Smell, Hearing.
A POSITIVE CURE.

1

CREAM BALU
Uts gained an enviablereputation
atiou wherever knn
known.
spladng Bl other p
ationn. A particleIs

The greatestcalamity that can befall
smoker is to have his cherCould Faint for Himself.
ished meerschaum broken, as frequently
Two cronies were walking together
happens by a fall or other accident. along the streets of a Scottish town
When this happens,
1
the fractured idol rather early in the day. They were in
is generally taken to a jeweler’s and
search of their morning dram, hut were
the dismemberedparts rejoined by without the means to procure it As
means of silver bands. This, of course, they passed a public house one of them flR PJ
is expensive, but when was the time
suddenly fell down on the pavement in
that a Yankee could not overcome
a faint, whereupon his companion
difficultiesof this sort at trifling cost?
rushed into the convenient barroom
A smoker of Biddeford, Me., happened
shouting for help. Of course, a glass
to drop a handsome meerchaum pipe
of brandy was immediately procured
from his knees to the floor, and the for the unconscious man, and as his
stem parted in the middle. His friends
comrade knelt in the act of administerimmediately expressed their sympathy
ing the grateful cordial he whispered to
with him, but the man was not in the
his patient to leave a little in the glass
least disturbed by the disaster. He
for him. “Ah, na,” said the now revivsimply drew his knife from his pocket,
ing man, after he had drained the glass
extracted blood from his arm with one
to^the last drop; “ye can faint for yerof the keen blades, and rubbing the
broken ends of the pipe in the fluid
placed inem together, and laid the
How often is the light of the household

iiirirlst*.6w*vn.

a confirmed

N.

Y.

Situation.
LARS FREE.

WlS.

QPIUM^SH
“ W
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CENTRE

PATENTS

OO., PA.

Every Merchant Wants One.

AGENTS WANTED. Send

ISHWL®
DC

Pstent Atfys, Wsahington.

HAMILTON & KATZ,
TWO RIVERS. WI8.

nm»n

R. U.

AWARE
THAT

Lorlllard’s Ollmax Ping

DROPSY
TREATED FREE.
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IMA CUREDI

—

na—Cure
ncver/uii,taKlve imare never/*worst

““

ca««,in«ureHv—..

IsbloBloep; Tectscuresw
where all other* f«iL
tl/umotiliepi
And

“We

ful about
at-no time
Of.

Pkbry

DR. H.

hTgREEN,

A Specialist for Eleven Tears Past,

Hu

treated Dropsy and its complications with
ith tbs
most wonderful success ; uses vegetableremedies,eu-

pbnrtcSms*lent* pnmoano®<1hopeless by tbs best of

iTom the first dose the symptoms rapidly disapand in ten days at least two-thirdsof all symptoms are removed.
borne may cry humbug without knowing anything*
about It. Remember, it does not cost you anything ‘
to realizethe merits of my tre fitment for your.elf.
pear,

FRAZER
AXLE GREASE.

Ki

AUtMj

for cir-

culars and prices.

•slss,l>l* money and steady work
for either sex. No trsvelinjr no
talking.
uk. *1
11 Barapiee
samplee iree.
free. Hrmart
and women nvemso 170 per
G. H. Merrill A Co. Chicago

QUICKC

article on a table to dry. It was a novel clouded by signs of melancholy or irritability
on the part of the ladies. Yet they are not
“You jiay he called you a donkey?”
experiment, but it is said that it will to bo blamed, for they are the result of ali-----It
work successful! v every time, and that ments peculiarto that sox, which men know
“What did you do about it?”
if a pipe is once broken and cemented not of. Bui the cause may be removed and
“Nothing.”
with blood it will never again part in Joy restored by the uso of Dr. Pierce's
“Favorite Prescription,”which, as a tonic
“Well, if a man should call me a that place. — Biddeford Journal.
and noi vino for debilitatedwomen, is cerdonkey I’d kick him with both feet”
tain, safe and pleasant It is beyond all comoare tho great healer of women.
“Certainly,any donkey would natuSoup Before Meat
rally do that.”
The Esquimaux think their snow place like
The stomach will not so readily dice
home.
Diluted Yenom.
solid substances when these
iese are taken
tak<
Important »
Pride, like laudanum and other poi- alone as when they are preceded on the
When yon visit or leave New York City,
sonous medicines,is beneficial in small, digestivejourney by soup. The bread
Baggage Expressageand Carriage Hire, and'
though injurious in large, quantities. which is eaten with the soup will be save
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
No man who is not pleased with him- converted into dextrin in the mouth, Central Depot; 600 elegant rooms fitted up at a
self, even in a personal sense, can easi- and the essentials of the soup, on reach- cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator.
ly please others. —Xtriiny {Tex.) Wasp. ing the stomach, will apparently supply Restaurant~supplied with the best. Horse cabs.
the little glands of the organ with the
“I am positively opposed to having a power to manufacture the pepsin of the
Union than at any first-classhotel in the city.
choir in the church,* said old Mrs. gastric juice in due quantity. It would
Pietv to her husband, after, listening to seem, in truth, as if these glands deuEvery
» X-XV* UU»U
mao may have Ia price, hut every
the half-operatic airs of the service. manded nourishment and stimulant in other man can not pay ll.—Whitehall Tim s.
have no account of- choirs1in the their own turn; and the sonp, through
irve their
days of the apostles.’*“No,” growled its containingan abundance of dis-

Piety, sadly; “but yoq know they solved matters, presents them with the
had other methods of torture that were wherewithal from which to derive the
almost as bad.”
| necessary energy.

M

ELY’S*

Heals the Sores. Re-

“Consumption Cure”
would bo a truthful name to give to Dr

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC!

by all druggists.

Resenting an Insult

Mr.

i

yon wish a certain enra for «U Blood*
diseases. Nothing was ever invented that will
cleanse the Blood and purify the System equal:
“I procured a bottle of ‘Kennedy's Favorite to Hopa and MALT Bitters. It tone*
up the System, pule new Blood in your
Remedy’ and my wife used it with the best re- vein*, restores your lost appetite and
sults. She has no more headache or pain in the sleep, and brings you perfect bealth. It.
never
rer falls to give relief in all cases of Kidney
aide. Indeed, the medicine seemed to have an
Liver Troubles, Blllonsnese, Indialmost magicaleffect, and she feels very grate- gestion, Constipation, Bick Headaches, Dys'
fnl to you for yonr kind advice, and especially pepsia, Nervous disorders, and all Fental*
Complaints } when properly taken it is a sure
for the ’Favorite Remedy.’ We shall be glad to
cure. Thousands have been benefited by (trecommend It to all women who may be suffer- in this and other Western States. It is the best
Combination of Vegetable remedies an yet
ing from any of the Ills peculiar to the sex. It
Bill Kye at a Military Banquet.
discovered for the restoration to health of the
is all you claim for It."
Weak and Debilitated. Do notget Slope
I am not much of a military man. I
It may be in place to mention,aa pertinent to
and
Blttera confounded with inferior
preparations of similar name. I prescribe
the
above
letter,
that
Dr.
Kennedy,
the
proprieonce undertook to hold a claim in the
Hops k Malt Bitters regularly in my practice.
North Park, but a bitterness*,sprang tor of "Favorite Remedy," located in the City of Robert Turner. M, D., Flat Rock, Mica. Tor sale*
up between myself and the Indians, Schenectadysoon after his graduation, and went by all druggists.
and I lost
front hair. Cholera, from there to the war. Some of the most cheerHOPS & MALT BITTERS CO, Detw, Mica
stricken for several months because its water
chief of the Utes, came to the Boom- ing lettershe receives are from his old acquaintsupply was carelessly poisoned. The kidneys
ances
in 'that place, many of whom know from
and liver are sources of physical well-being. erang mine one day and said he would
LADY MBITS
experiencewhat "Favorite Remedy’’ can do for
employment and go
If pollutedby disease, all tho blood becomes give me two sleeps to get away in.
Hulling Queen City
poisoned and every organ is affected, didn’t want any difficultywith him, and disease.There all the Doctor’s old friends will
HtoelungHupporfin
believe him when he says that "Favorite Remeand this yrtal d ani/e r threatens every one,
outfit mw*. Aodrcin
dy’’ is a spec tic for Liver and Kidnev ComI thought one sleep was enough, and so
Suspender Oo., C
who neglects to treat himself promptly.I

—

slowly— let me know the
worst at oncer— then burn the paper! I
never want to see it again.
“What! A paper on the subject Read
before a meeting. He terms it a
dangerous experiment, taking one class
from the streets, and drawing another
from safety to dissipation. That’s just
for all the world the way I’d expect to
hear him talk. To be sure that is the way
he’d look at it. It’s absurd to think he
would say anything else. Bishop Huntington is a man who knows the world
and its wickedness; a man of wonder-

&
fc1’

!0L

m

Andrew? There!

^

_

PeiryDaris’PafnKiller

evidence.

tell fortunes. Now you've gone a
step further, and got the Bishop
on roller-skates.Don’t speak to me,
John Andrew. I’ve never been so shocked in all my life. I’ll never see the was nearly dead myself of extreme kidney
disease, but what is now Warner’s safe cure
Bishop again without fancying him cured me, and I know it is the only remedy in
puffing and blowing, and falling, the world that can cure such disorders, for I
trying to learn roller-skating. A man tried everything else in vain. Cured by it
myself, I bought it, and, from a sense of
at his years, too. It’s ridiculous! duty,
presented it to the world. Only by reIt’s shameful ! It’s sinful! Who can storing the kidneys and liver can disease
speak of religion, let alone venerate a leave the blood and the system."
A celebratedsanitarianphysicianonce said
religious teacher,
the same breath
to mo: “The secret of tho wonderful success
with the subject of roller-skating ? Well,
of Warner’s safe cure is that it is sovereign
well. All the Huntington blood is over all kidney, liver and urinary diseases,
faded out now. The last speck of it has which primarily or secondarilymake up tho
disappeared. You can’t talk of family majority of human ailments. Like all great
discoveries, it is remarkably simple.”
and roller-skatesin the same hour
The house of H. H. Warner Sc Co. stands
you can’t mention promotion in the deservedly high in Rochester,and it is cerchurch. I don’t care if a man was made tainly matter of congratulation that merit
been recognized all over the world, and
pope, you couldn’t talk of it and has
that this success has been unqualifiedlyde„ or
_ week.
_____
oiler-skating the same day
pen Point.
“What is the world coming to, John

Now— read

.

„

-

We

_

’

medicine in len is free from this objection.turn a
ll4r more than throe timet, V*
After careful analyses and practical tests,
;
t
he indorses Red Star Cough Cure as being
“Put np” at th® Gault House,
free from | The
[Rochester (N. Y.) correspondenceIndianapolis purely vegetable,
------ • absolutely
-----.tuw business
uubiuobsman
nuiu or
or tourist
tourist will
win find
nna Arstr
firstopiates, poisons, and narcotics.He regards | class accommodations at the low price of II
bentlnalj
“Judge,M eald ayounir lawyer to a very it as a most happy and valuablediscovery. and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, ChicaBueeessful senior, “tell me thj secret of your
go,.» corner
and Madison
streets.This
— --- - - Clinton
~
v-s
J, u IQ
uniform success at the bar.”
far-famed
r-famed hotel
hdtel Is located In the center of the
Parisian
Statistics.
“Ah, jounjr man, that secret Is a life
city, only one block from the Union* Depotstudy, but I will give it to you on condition
Statistics show that more than 500,- Elevator;all appointments first-class.
that you pay all my bills during this session
Hott k Gates, Proprietors.
000 Parisians are employed in comof court.”
“Agreed, sir,” said the Junior.
merce, trade, and banking operations, Mensman'b pKirroNixeDBeef Tonic, the
“Evidence, indisputableevidence.”
while of the artisan class there are con- only preparationof boef containing its enAt the end of the month tho Judge residerably more than 1,250,000. The tire nutrlUoua properties. It contains bloodminded the young man of his promise.
making, force-generating,
and llfo-sustalning
liberal professions seem to occupy but properties;invaluable for indigestion,dys“I recall no such promise.”
“Ah, but you made it.”
a small proportion of the population. pepsia, nervous prostration, and ail forms of
“Your evidence,please?”
All combined do not amount to 200,- uoneral debility; also, in all enfeebled condiAnd tne Judge, not having any. witnesses,
000.
The great majority are in public tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervlost a case for oncel
ous prostration, over work, or aoute disease,
The man who can produce indisputable service, which employs more than med- particularly If resulting from pulmonary
evidence wins public favor. I had an inter- icine, law, and divinity combined. But complaints.Caswell, Hazard k Co., proprloview yesterday with the most successful of
after the public service it is art which tort, New York. Sold by. druggists.
American advertisers,whoso advertising is
most successfulbecame always backed by gives employment and livelihood to the
,
greatest number of Parisians. Forty“ What styles of advertisingdo you uso?” two thousand get their income from
I asked H. H. Warner, Esq.
this branch of industry.Tlie doctors
“Display, reading matter, And paragraphs
of testimonials.”
come after, but a long way after; medi“ Have you many testimonials?”
cine, in its branches, supports 18,000—
In answer he showed me a large cabinet
the branches, of course, including
chock-full. “ We have enough to fill Boschemists and all compounders and venton, New York, Chicago, 8U Louis, and Philadelphia morning papers.”
ders of medicine. Then comes the law,
"Do you publishmany of them?”
with 15,000 votaries,from Judges to
“ Not a tithe. Wonderful as are those we
the crier. Literature figures very low
do publish, wo have thousandslike them
which we cannot use. ‘Why not?’ Let me on the list, for, grouped with science
tell you. 4 Warner’s safe cure’ has probably
and journalism,it gives employment to
been the most successful medicine for fe* only 11,000 people; while all the clergy
male disorders over discovered. Wo have
of all the persuasions amount to but
testimonialsfrom lad es of the highestrank,
but it would bo Indelicate to publish them. half that number. On the whole, Paris
Likewise many statesmen, lawyers, clergy- would seem to be more industrious,
Price, 25 eta., SO eta.
and ILOO per Bottle.
_______
men, doctors of world-wide fume have been more artistic, less literary, and less reSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
cured, but we can only refer to such persons
In the most guarded terms, as we do in our ligious than the ordinary visitor would
reading articles.”
suppose; while the proportionin which
"Are these reading articles successful?' ^
the working class exceeds those who
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
“When, road they make such an impresTAKE
Lumbigo,Backachs, Headache, Toothache,
live on their own income is remarkable,
sion that when the ‘evil days’ of ill-health
Bor«Throat,Mwelllnn.Mpri»lna.BrnUes,
as
Paris
is
the
recognized
center
of
exBarns, Scalds, Frost Bites,
draw nigh they are remembered,and Warmiumi rA
---- ----ALL vinmm
OTHER BODILY
PAIXS
AND ACHES.
ner’s safe cure is used.”
penditure and extravagancefor all (old two
bj DraoMf and D«1*n ••(IfsMia. lift* C«uU • boUk.
‘•No, sir, it is not neocssarynow, as at first, France.
Direction*In L L«nfn*(M.
to do such constant and extensive advertisTHE CHARLES A. VOGELER CO. •
t. a. TOQiua a CO.) •«IUa*re,aL,C.B.A.
ing. A meritoriousmedicine sells itselfafter
A Tonic in the True Sense of the Word.
its merits are-known. Wo present Just such

.

roller-skatin

--

Public Attention U Directed to Personal Perils,

and the vestrymen, and the choir. A
pretty sight that would be— a bishop
sailing away head, the curates, vestrymen, congregation,and chorus all following pelt mell— rolling, wobbling,
old, young, big, little, fat, and lean,
some of them tumbling— all to the
sound of those horrible bands that split
one’s ears !
“i’ou think it would, in a manner, illustrate the airy movements of angels ?
John Andrew, 1 am shocked. You can’t
be serious.-But just think of a man of
Bishop Huntington’s presence; a man
as refined, as intellectual-looking, with evidence enough to disarm skeptics and to impress the merits of the remedies upon new conthat air of perfect self-command, that
sumers. We feel it to be our duty to do this.
elegance — and all that on roller-skates Heneo, beat to accomplish our mission of
—it’s just too awful to think of.
healing the sick, we have to use tho reading
“I can remember the Bishop when he article style. People won't read plain testimonials."
was a young man.
all predicted
“Yes, sir; thousandsadmit that had they
wonderful things of him, but nothing not learned of Warner’s safe cure through
more than was fulfilled.Ho was a this clevor style they would still be ailing and
handsome young man. When he un- still impoverishing themselves in fees to unsuccessful‘practitioners.’
It would do your
dertook a thing it was sure to go soul good to read tho letters of thanksgiving
through— and now to think here he is wo get from mothers gratefulforthe perfect
leading his people right on to roller- success which attends Warner’s safe cure
when used for children,and the surprised
skates! Oh, I see it! You needn’t try gratification
with which men and women of
to soften it. Isn’t it here before my older years and impaired vigor testify to tho
very eyes— ‘Bishop Huntington on youthful feelings restoredto them by the
Boller-ykates’? Now, I’d like to know lame means.
“Are these good effects permanent?”
just what put him on? What new
“Of all the cases of kidney, liver, urinary
freak is it? Some of yonr novel ways and female diseases we have cured, not two
of begging money for missions, instead per cent of them report a return of their
of honestly paying to the Lord what disorders.Who else can show such a
record?"
you can afford to spare. No, but you
‘•What the secret of Warner’s safe cure
must get up ice-cream festivals, and permanentlyreaching so many serious disfairs, and spend a lot of money on orders i’”
will explain by an illustration;The littrumpery,and dressing yourself for tle"Itown
of Plymouth, Pa., has been plague-

your bazars! That’s bad enough!
ion do everything almost but

•

Raptare, Breach or Hernia
Coroner’s
or no pay. The
at a Coroner
s permanentlycured or
T1 worst
guaranteed' ~
and references,
two 8
neary MedlealA**0otatlon,<W8
the administrat
administmton of a patent cough syrup,
syrup.„ i0ttl
ioal
Main ctreot,Bunalo, N. V.
P
containingmorphia. Dr. Sam’l K. Cox, \

In Philadelphia
rnunueipnia recently,
4 -i-*-

|jg|

Dses a Similar Dingo- Threaten
Qjje Qf

lap like

put them on, looked at the paper in a
helpless way, and, finding no language
suitable to the occasion, shook her
head.
“ Bishop — Huntington— o« — rollerskates ! Shocking ! I never would
have believed it! Why, it seems juet
as bad as if they’d advertise the apostles at the museum ! It wouldn’t be
Worse, to my mind— not a bit more
ridiculous if they’d put St. Paul on a
trick- mule in a circus. How can he
how can any man who has any dignity
to support even lend his presence to
these expectations? But to get on
skates himself!
“Well, well I You may say what you
please about my old-fogy ideas when I
talk of the -depravity of the times, one
thing I do know, the world— the religious world — no world is growing
wiser or better that tolerates or puts

_

Black

Hawk

maw

me

In ten dsys the difficulty of breathingIs relieved, thepulse regular,the urtuaryorgaus made to dla •barge
their full duty,
duty. sleep
Bleep Is
is restored, the swelliug
swelling all or
ornearly gone, the strength increased,and appetite
made good. 1 am constantlycuring eases of long
standing,canes
aset that have, been tapped a number o!
times, and the
the.patientdeclared unable to live a week.
Send for 10
10 di
dava’ treatment; direction!and terms.
free. Give:
aftl jc tod i
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Thi but tblnf for the complexion ia
bloom

Ajer't BarstpirilU. It brlngt the
of healtb to the

An

win cheek.

$12,000.00

Enterprifinffi EelUbli Hotue.

Heber Wilib ctn alwayi be

relied

upon,

not only to carry In stock the beat of
eTerythiog, but to aecurethe Agency for

have well-known

such articles as

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligationsto creditors.

merit,

and are popular with the people, thereby

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

sustaining the reputation of being always
enterprising, and ever reliable.

Having

secured the Agency for the celebrated Dr.

New

King’s

will sell it

Discovery for Consumption,

on a

will surely cure

llDry

positive guarantee. It

Goods,. Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

and Boots and Shoes.

any and every affectionof

Throat, Lungs, and Chest, and to show
our confidence, we invite you to call and
get a Trial Bottle Free.
If your hair is getting thin, the appli-

And' Winter Suits

cation of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair

Renewer

will promote

a

thick,

new

POWDER

growth.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
We

have just received

a

complete and embraces the latest styles of
Ladies’ and Genls’ shoes, which are sold

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,

strengthsnd wholesomencw.More economics!
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot bo sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowders. Sold only In
cans. Kotal Baking Powdib Co., 106 Wal-suN.Y.

at reasonable prices. We sell
Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.

L.

8PRIET8MA & SON,

Holland, March

19,

1885.

•

PILLS

of the sights of

Lahore gate

we

in

H-A.TS
In large

-A-InTID C-A-iFS

numbers will be sold at a great

sacrifice.

7-ly

Delhi is the fort
The fort is quite as often called the
palace or citadel, for the reason that it
consists of only three walls, with the
fourth side open to the river. Entering
at the
guide,

Winter Dress Goods, new Style Prints, i Dress Panerns.

TUTT’S

The Peacock Throne.
One

Ladies are invited to call and examine the stock of

Absolutely Pure.

large new stock

of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The atock is

Qreatly Reduced Prices.

of Clothes at

company with

my

passed along a vaulted aisle

uke

that of a Gothic cathedral, and
found ourselves in the court yard.

There are the barracks of the English
troops,
only such natives
are admitted to the inclosure as have
some business there. The famous Dewaniam is there, but is now used, I
blush to say, for a carousal or tilting
yard by the soldiers. It seems indeed
desecration for such scenes to be en-

and

COIMIIE E

AIRLY

GET BEST BARGAINS

and

25 YEARS IN USE.

33.

Th# Oreaft Medical Triamph of the Ago!

Holland, Mich., Jan.

SYMPTOMS OP A

Hctrrlnerton.

J*.

22, 1885,

TORPID LIVER.

Lom of appetite,Bowel* coattve, Pal* la
the head, with a dall tenaatlea la the
back part. Pain ander the ehoaldarblade, Fallneee niter eating,with adla*
Inclinationto exertion of body or mind,
Irritability of temper, Low eplrits, with
a feeling of haying neglected eomodnty,
Wearineee,Dlaxlnene, Flattering at the
Heart, Data before the eyea, Headache
_ it eyey
I
_____ eat, with
over the right
•)
fitfuldreams, Highly colored Uriae, and

of

CeltMel Wools! Me
AND WOODEN PUMPS,

Welle

!

Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the dlfierantkinds of pnmps.plpe and Iron.

Dry Goods & Groceries,
st

Estimates given for

the store of

adapted
to such cases, one dose effeetaeach a
change

Manufacturerof

going on In the stock of

are especially

all

kinds of buildings, fin-

feeling aa to astonith the sufferer.

acted in the far-famedspot where
occurred annually,on the occasion of
the Emperors birth day, the ceremony

WILIMIS

B. BE.

HUNTLEY,

Wilis’
is

CONSTIPATION.
TUTT’S PILLS

JAS.

Genuine Cyclone

B.

WYNHOFF

ished and completed.

of weigning him, and distributingfree
to the people tweb e times their sovereign’s weight in gold or silver, precious

atones and periumea. The lung was
actually put into one pan of the gigantic scales used for this purpose,
f As I pas-ed by, sOrae half-drunken
soldiers shouted: “Come on, Jack;
have a drink, old boy?*
The bar has been improvised right at
one side of the King’s th one, an elevated
marble canopy, supported 1 y four white

TUTT8HHIRJ
Whisum

Gray Haih or
chan
Glossy Black by a single application of
this Dtk. It imparts a natural color, acts
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent bv express on receipt of fl*
Office,

44 Murray

adorned by remnants of once gorgeous mosaics. The
Dewaniam is open on thiee sides and

Here stood the famous peacock

Etc

,

Planing and Re-sawing

White Goods,

done on short notice.

in endless variety.

New York.

Stairs,

mbits™

fall

Hand Railing, Sash

and complete line of

CROCKERY

ramnm

pilldrs, and

supported by red sandstone columns.
In a smaller Imildmg adjoining we
inspected the still mu;e famons Dewanikhis or hall of private audience.
This proved to be a s juare pavilion of
marble, resting on massive spiare
material, all highly polished. The
ornamentationis simple rather than
elaborate. The apartment is small and
oblong, opening into a court on one
side, to the river Junina on another, to
the palace gardens on a third, and to
the apartments of the Zenane on the
fourth. The outside pillars are connected by superb marble balustrades,
carved with gracefulfiligree work. At
each corner of the roof is a marble
kiosk with a small gilt dome. The
ceiling of this Dewanikhas was one. entirely composed of gold and silver
screen work, wrought by the famous
Delhi goldsmith.

Ikirts, Hosiery,

A

•

marble

8t.,

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

Doors, Blinds,

Brackets, etc.,
furnished.

always on hand.

Secure Healthy
action to the Li vea
d relieve all bib
long trouble*.
PuKlj f.’-ctiblj; Uofififiig.Piles 28o. AU Dnoiffc

have the agency in this city

Office

and Shop

near the corner of

for the celebrated

Mouldings,

Dealer in the leading class of agricnltnralImplements, socb as Engines, Threshers. Saw Mills,
Wind Mills, Self-binding Respers, Mowers, Bugon Riuer street, gies, Wagons. Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows, all
that Farmers need except money, and that you
Tenth street,
can make by having of me as I will sell very fea
sonable. Fair aeall
Inc and good good i*.

JAS.

Needle Gas Lam;.

made and

i

HUNTLEY.

COME AND SEE

ME.

PETER

Holland, May

27,

1883.

Holland, Afiril

22.

U.

WILMS.
12-1 y

1885.

These lamps are a great im
IN
!
movement on all other lamps
>oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
Frederiksen & Co., Prins & Zwanenburg
which they give. Call and
offer to sell to the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties
see them.
of Renville, Kandiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
Goods delivered free of charge. lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and MinneB. WYNHOFF.
apolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of catHolland,June 14, 1883.
tle, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Milwaukee <fc St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhayen, on the
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
las just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
thrive upon these lands and compare favorably with any products raised in this country, and, being raised near large
cities, command a high price. NWood and coal can be had cheap.
We will help, financially, during the first years, the building
among which are the celebrated
of Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
* In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
BestintheYforlJ.
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
GROVER HAND
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands? Rev.
-dealt:! InG. Hoeksema, pastor Muskegon; J.G. Van Putten, merchant,
Holland; W. C. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. L
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
Repairing promptly and neatly Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H, Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
done
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets
their entire satisfaction, and have given us permission to publish that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they
Silverware, Platedware

DUTCH SETTLEMENT

E.

throne, unparalleled in rare beauty
and costliness by any other royal court
in the world, I suppose. Travemier, a
skillful French jeweler, saw it, and
made a computation as to its intrinsio
value. He calmly estimated that its
nominal worth, aside from its claims in
an artistic way, was £6,000,000, or
about $30,000,000 in American money.
Think of that, ye enviona potentatesof
the present generation.
Tois magnificent throne was but six
feet long and four feet broad, but it
was composed of solid gold, inlaid with
rare Oriental gems. It received its
name from the jeweled images of peacocks which adorned its canopy. Thia
canopy was also of gold, suipported
twelve golden piUars, and
d hung al
around with a fringe of pearls. On
each side of the throne stood two
chuttahs, or umbrellassymbolical o
royalty. They were made of crimson
velvet, embroideredwith gold threat
and peirls, and were equipped with
solid gold handles, eight feet long,
studded with diamonds. This throne
was constructed by Austin de Bordeaux,
at the order of the Emperor Shah
Jewelry and Clocks
Jehan, the same enterprisingmonarch
who had constructedthe Taj, the Pearl
I also keep on band a full Hue of
Mosque of Agra, and the Other most
remarkable monumente of architecture
in these parts.
The peacock throne was carried away
by the Persian Nadir Shah, while the
My stock of
jeweled ceiling was melted down by
the Mahrattas, at the time of their invasion in 1769. This ceiling was valned
is unsurpassedIn this city.
at about $860,000 in American money.
This is what I suppose is meant by the
Particular attention is called to the fact
expression,"Oriental magnificence."— that all my goods are first-classand are
letter from Delhi
•old at low prices.

MINNESOTA

HEROLD,

BOOTS A SHOES

SODA

SEWED

H. WYKHUYSEN

Spectacles!
SILVEBWABE

in these days to act
upon Luther’s plan; and as our duties
grow confusedand clamorous, to bring
them to peace snd order through added
boors of prayer.— Sere F. Smiley.
written onto! tep-

-Monfc
.

v

NO.

46,

US.

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., March 18,1884.
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Ross

Lflf, Fins Cut,

will give full information.
First-class return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,

and Orange

City,'

to our

lands,

we

sell for

ten dollars

only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to
FREDERICKSES & CO., and

PRINS A ZWANENBURG,

Navy Clippinos

SI S.

Clark

St.

Ohioaco

388 Sibley St. St. Paul,

sod Snuffs

Mlaa.

For information, apply to Isaac Marsilje and John C.
Post, Esq., at Holland^ Jan Garvelink at Uraafschap, John
Drei
Albert Riddering, Drenthe,
Glas, 151 8. Rose. St.,
Mich.; C. Van Loo, Zeeland, Mich.; C. Joldersma, James-

NINTH STRUT, OPPOBIT* PIBFT CHURCH.

: *.v

CALL AND SEE

AC.

Owe has need

Hoiuavu

SHOiMSS.

H.
Hollars, Mich.. Oct.

t,

town, Mich

;

or to S. Wesselius, attorney, Grand

WYKHUTblN.

IMS.

mm

Rapids.

